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to those who struggle for human rights:

Human beings are members of one whole,
In pursuit of one creation, one goal.
If the world afflicts one with some pain,
All others restless will remain.

(Hafez)
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ABSTRACT
REFUGEE TRANSITION: AN EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY
TO SUPPORT THE ADVANCEMENT OF WOMEN
SEPTEMBER 1995
HOLLYN GREEN,

B.

M.S.,
Ed.D.,

S.

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN/MADISON

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Directed by:

Professor Masha K.

In this dissertation,

Rudman

I offer a theoretical concept to

guide educational program development during refugee
transition.

The premise behind the concept is that women,

as a category of people,

routinely experience wide-ranging,

often culturally sanctioned,

forms of violence and

discrimination.
In

1995,

one in every

refugees and displacees.
and their dependents.

130 people in the world are
Of these,

80 percent are women

(Women's Commission,

that a point of entry to combat

1993)

I

suggest

female-directed injustice

is during the time of greatest cultural disruption in the
refugee experience.

Three

factors build together to create

this potential.
Most refugees migrate
"developing"

country.

from a

'’developing"

country to a

A comparison of the global pattern

of refugee migration and the pattern of

female illiteracy

indicate a marked correspondence.

Coupled with the fact

that most refugees are

first

female,

the

factor is that the

typical

refugee will be a female with a history of unequal

access to education.
The second factor is that during refugee transition,
which I define as the times of greatest cultural disruption
in the refugee experience,

traditional norms are in flux.

The refugee is propelled into places where traditional
patterns of social

interaction are ruptured and not yet

reestablished.
In this environment of basic survival,

a woman

performs roles shaped by necessity rather than the social
norms of her home culture.

The third factor is that during

refugee transition women cross traditional gender roles.
Research indicates that women may actually
refugee

flight.

"gain"

from

The new environments call upon women to

expand beyond traditionally restrictive roles to develop a
wider,

and more influential,

responsibilities.

I

range of public skills and

suggest that the convergence of these

factors during refugee transition creates a potentially
rich,

and unusual,

further analysis,

learning environment for women.

For

the concept is applied to a case study of

Iranian refugees in Turkey.
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CHAPTER

I

PROBLEMS OF REFUGEE WOMEN AND APPROACH TO THE STUDY

This dissertation is about the strength of women and
a vision for social
presented here,

change.

A journey of thought is

begun in a difficult refugee environment,

refined in the contemplation of academia.

Based on my own

field experience and substantiated by literature research,
a theoretical

concept has been developed.

Simply stated,

refugee transition is an educational opportunity to promote
the advancement of women.
Refugee women's life changing events and the impact
of these events upon traditional
central theme.

social roles are the

This theme is examined by first reframing

the traditional definition of refugee transition.

A

revised analysis of refugee transition and women's role
during these times reveals an unusual convergence of
qualities that favor women's development.
During the days,

months or years of transition,

the

refugee's social norms are disrupted and not yet
reestablished as in a stable environment.

Women may assume

roles for survival that require more leadership and
authority than those performed in their traditional
society.

I

suggest that these new experiences provide

women an opportunity to examine limitations in their
traditional roles.

1

Women are the focus of this study due to two
principal characteristics of the global refugee population.
In 1995,

the majority of the refugee population are women

and their dependents.

For effective program development,

it is imperative to understand the majority population.
Women experience the trauma of the refugee experience
similar to men and children.

However,

these experiences

are compounded by gender-specific vulnerabilities such as
pregnancy,

childbirth,

care of children,

sexual violence

and prostitution.
These characteristics concerning refugee women
substantiate the rationale for primary focus upon women for
program development.
is also a hope.

Aligned with these pragmatic concerns

This dissertation outlines a concept that

can provide a theoretical perspective for framing the
educational

intervention for refugee women.

The concept

casts refugee transition as an opportunity for social
change.
The educator can capture this unusual moment in time.
For a woman,

the implication is that educational programs

may be offered for new skill

and personal development,

employment and leadership in the refugee and post-refugee
environment.

For women everywhere,

this concept provides

one more strategy with which to dismantle a global pattern
of inequality.

2

Statement of the Problem

I

see the problem surrounding educational

intervention for refugee women as having three
manifestations.

First,

an insufficient knowledge base

about refugee women during the transition phase has
produced,

in my opinion,

program intervention.

ineffective,

and non-visionary,

The UNHCR and the Refugee Policy

Group highlighted that the lack of data about the
experience of refugee women is a first block to program
development

(Forbes-Martin,

1991;

Taft,

1987).

Refugee

programs during transition without an informed knowledge
base leads to serious mismanagement of an already stressful
situation.
Two examples from sites of refugee transition
illustrate this point.

An aid organization in Somalia

built latrines in a public
privacy,

field which,

for reasons of

hindered the use by refugee women.

Women were the

majority of the adult refugee population and the use of
areas near their housing for defecation created sanitation
problems

(Berry,

1988).

In an early period in the Thai

border camps for Cambodian refugees,
organized benefit distribution to the
neglecting the

administrators
"male"

head-of-house

fact that the majority of the adult

population were women

(Kelley,

1989).

A second manifestation of the problem is the
likelihood of gender-based inequality from the home

3

environment will be reproduced in the transition
environment.

Inequalities identified in refugee transition

can be traced back to a woman's pre-migration environment.
Data indicates that approximately 90% of the world's
refugees emigrate from developing countries to developing
countries

(Vernez,

1991).

indicator of equality,

Using access to education as an

an examination of the literacy rates

indicates that a "huge historical deficit of literacy"
remains among today's adult women.

In 1970,

there were an

estimated 543 million illiterate women and 348 million
illiterate men.

In 1985,

the estimate of illiterates was

placed at 597 million women and 352 million men—a four
million increase for men and 54 million increase for women
(United Nations,

1991c).

Perhaps not surprisingly,

a

marked correspondence exists between regions of greatest
illiteracy and highest refugee flow.
carry,

in the very least,

The refugees will

their social history to a new

setting.
The refugee women experience difficulties "similar,
if not identical,
of origin"

to problems faced by women in countries

(Johnsson,

1988).

The central concept of this

dissertation is that the experience of refugee transition
has unique qualities that allow,
advancement.
problem:

even encourage, women's

This leads to a third manifestation of the

Failure by educators to acknowledge this

potential results in a lost opportunity to intervene
against gender inequity.

The scope and breadth of

4

injustice directed towards women calls upon activists to
use every avenue of resistance.
In summary,

the three parts of the problem affecting

educational intervention for refugee women are

(a)

mismanagement of program intervention due to an
insufficient knowledge base,

(b)

the reproduction of

traditional norms of gender inequality in program
development and (c)

a lost opportunity to intervene for the

promotion of women's advancement.

Taken alone or together,

these issues fail to optimize educational intervention for
the refugee woman during her transition experience.

Outline of the Dissertation

This dissertation presents a background of refugee
issues and the theoretical foundation of this research as
well as a theoretical concept as the core focus of the
study.

The text begins with broad issues and,

chapter,

leads the reader into a

chapter by

detailed discussion in

order to substantiate a new concept for refugee education.
Chapter II begins the discussion with background
information that is useful to develop an understanding of
the issues concerning refugee women.

At this time,

the

traditional model of the three phases of the refugee
experience is laid out.

This is a key understanding in

that the proposed theoretical concept reframes the middle,
or transition phase.

By first gaining an understanding of

5

the traditional definition,

the reader can be presented the

reasoning behind a reconceptualization of the refugee
woman's transition experience.
Additionally,

Chapter II

thinking of who is,

and is not,

summarizes the current
considered a refugee.

to very active debate on this point,

Due

a range of definitions

is offered as well as my perspective and working
definition.

The chapter concludes with the discussion of

two positions of advocacy to increase program intervention
for refugee women.

These two positions are intended to

substantiate a case that women refugees
claim to attention and action"

"merit a higher

(World Council of Churches,

1984).
Chapter III

has two principal components.

The first

component is an extensive discussion detailing the
theoretical

foundation that guides my thinking during this

research process.

I

am in agreement with a current trend

in research that sees an ethical necessity to identify the
researcher's world view.
research assumptions,

In this

light,

I deconstruct my

on feminism for example,

to inform

the reader as to the intellectual origins that developed
into the theoretical

concept presented here.

The second component of Chapter III
presentation of the theoretical

is the

concept—refugee transition

is an educational opportunity to support the advancement of
women.

Three factors build together to create this

potential.

Factor one states that,

6

in 1995,

a typical

refugee will be a female with a history of unequal access
to education.
assertion.

Global data is presented to support this

Added to this is the second factor—in the time

of greatest disruption during refugee transition,
traditional social norms are in flux.
environment,

In the fluid refugee

the roles necessary to manage survival

supersede traditional gender roles.

This leads to the

third factor stating that during refugee transition,
cross gender roles.

women

The convergence of these factors

provides an educational opportunity for women.
Chapter III

concludes with a summary of the

implication of these

factors.

is granted that pure theory,

An important acknowledgement
in fact,

has real

complexity that muddies the application.
vast range of refugees'

cultural

life

In this case,

context will

the

imprint any

educational intervention with unique analysis and
implementation.
In this light,

Chapter IV is a case study of

refugees in Turkey between
provided to transport the
refugee setting.

1985

-1989.

"ideal"

Iranian

This study is

of theory into a real

The lives and personalities of seven

refugee women are sketched as is the refugee environment in
which I

knew them for three years.

Using this case study,
of advocacy is measured.
theoretical

the accuracy of the positions

Then,

the three factors of the

concept are also analyzed for alignment in this

specific situation.

As will be noted,
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discrepancy did

exist in the Turkish context concerning the positions of
advocacy as well as the

factors of the theoretical concept.

To enrich the picture,
refugees in Turkey,
outlined.

an educational program for

known as the Learning Center,

is

The women of this case study interacted with

this program.

Using their experiences for analysis,

observations are made concerning refugee women and
participation with educational programs.

Chapter IV

concludes summarizing of the theoretical concept and its
correspondence with an actual

field situation.

Chapter V reviews the ideas presented within this
dissertation.

Additionally,

my reflections upon the

process of a conceptual dissertation are included.

I offer

suggestions of avenues for future research investigation.
My own work,
rights,

like the

full

achievement of women's human

is an unfinished story.

Research Methodology

I

frame this dissertation with the position that

educational programs for refugee women should be grounded
by a research base of refugee transition and its impact on
the traditional

roles of women.

need to understand the refugees'
that shape them as participants.

Specifically,

educators

background and experiences
Knowledge of these

experiences provides the educator with insights so that

8

curriculum can be

developed to

achieve

an

educational

purpose.
With this
aspects of
III,

I

have

experience.

traditional
Since

times

a broad

this

in the

scope

of

concerning women's

previous
make

research

role

flight

into

is

into

this

of

in

greatest
refugee

in

this

research

search of

feminist

transition

stated in

reference

references

Type

accomplish this
source
inquiry

related by the
and voices were

subject

clues

and

shows

literature

the breadth of

broad-based

looks

its

to

impact

have

that many

fields

the phenomenon of

issues

of

trauma or

a

similar

labor

provided the

clues

to

Research

inquiry,

the

This

I

used the methodology of
approach accomplished

literature

in question.

read to

for example,

Very

the phenomenon.

research.
into

to

on

My own

during a transition experience.

investigate

secondary

in Chapter

experience may occur at

or passing reference

These

a

noted

adjustment.

migration.

To

is

during the

process,

experiences

changes

occasionally,
concept

As

times

culture

closely examine

not been conducted to my knowledge.

an indirect

women's

phase.

quality of

A thorough inquiry
women has

chosen to

transition as the

disruption of

at

I

the transitional

define

numerous

aim,

search

9

for

of many

Multiple
common

fields

experiences

linkages

and

a

themes.

From a broad scan of diverse sources of

information,

a new knowledge base was

supplemental data source,

I

formed.

As a

drew upon my own field

documents and recollection to recreate a case study of
women in refugee transition.

Data Collection Techniques

The point of entry for the secondary source research
has been the most recent books,
topics related to

(a)

periodicals and reports on

research of refugees in general

during the transition phase and

(b)

women's experience and

programming throughout all phases of refugee flight.
Refugee trade

journals,

professional publications and field

reports as well as research from varied fields such as
nursing,

psychology,

sociology and feminist studies have

presented perspectives of transition and women.

I have

used the multiple reference methods at the library to
locate key words to cast my net into related areas.
These diverse articles were examined for
documentation of the phenomenon.
provided the next layer of
process continued until

Their reference section

literature to be examined.

all pertinent references in the

chain of articles were studied.
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This

Data Analysis Techniques

The analysis technique was to qather the information
from each source and search for clustering of ideas.
broad areas of focus,

The

refugees in general during transition

phase and women in particular during the transition phase,
eventually intermixed as themes emerged.
the data,

As I worked with

I noticed other subthemes as well,

class distinction and urban/rural variation.
refinement of analysis.

specifically
This led to a

The subdivision process was

completed when the majority of information from the initial
broad areas of research settled into meaningful categories.
After the data was grouped,

the resulting themes

formed perspectives on the developing theory.

I was

looking for insights that substantiated or refuted my
overarching concept that refugee transition is an
educational opportunity to support the advancement of
women.

More directly,

I was seeking to develop a knowledge

base on refugee transition and role alteration for women.
The dissertation that follows has attempted to
interweave my personal drive with the methodology of formal
research.

The format is a conceptual research study,

stated differently,

or

a disciplined framing of my own ideas.

Though the format is structured,

the underlying quality is

emotional and motivated by a reaction to injustice.

I

offer this work as a contribution to the dialogue of policy
makers,

field workers and refugee leaders.

11

List of Terms

The following are terms and phrases that are used
within the dissertation.

A definition has been provided so

that the reader understands my meaning of a term or phrase
that may have various connotations.

Refugee - the term refugee is used to refer to a
person who has crossed an international border in response
to feelings of fear and desperation due to living
conditions in her/his home country such as civil strife,
oppression,

environmental degradation,

economic

impoverishment and has been granted United Nations
recognition.
Asylum Seeker - this term refers to a person who has
crossed an international border for the same reasons as a
refugee but has not received United Nations recognition.
Displacee - the term displacee is being used to
describe a person who has left her/his home in response to
living conditions such as those that motivate the refugee.
The difference being that a displacee does not cross an
international border but rather migrates within the home
country.

The displacee shares similar stressors as the

refugee.

In the following discussion,

the advocacy

positions and theoretical concept apply to "refugees,"
"asylum seekers," and "displacees."

12

Returnee - returnee refers to a refugee or displacee
who returns by their own action,
repatriation or "refoulment"

by agency sponsored

(forced return)

to her/his

homeland.
Developing Country -

The term "developing Country"

has an economic meaning implying less development.

The

criteria of the least "developing country" set by the UN
(1981)

is if a country's per capita gross domestic product

is $125 or less;

if manufacturing makes up 10 percent or

less of the gross domestic product;

and if the proportion

of people over age 15 who are literate is 20 percent or
less.

(Charlton,

1984)

Third World -

Originally,

"third world"

characterized countries that did not align with either the
First World of the Western countries or Second World of the
USSR-Eastern European countries.

Now the term overlaps

with the above term of "developing country"
1984).
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(Charlton,

CHAPTER

I I

NATURE OF THE REFUGEE EXPERIENCE AND
POSITIONS OF ADVOCACY FOR REFUGEE WOMEN

The motivating force behind this work is a belief
that educational programs for refugee women are
insufficient due to the scope of the need,

nor visionary in

light of a larger goal of women's development.

In order to

generate further discussion of these limitations,
studied existing research and field reports and,
sources,

I have
from these

synthesized three positions of advocacy.

The

first position states that refugee program

development should mirror the composition of the
population.

Data indicate that women and their dependents

are 80% the global refugee population
1993).

Therefore,

(Women's Commission,

educational programming should be

assessed relative to the straightforward argument of
proportion of need.

The second position notes that women

experience the trauma of being refugees compounded by
gender-specific vulnerabilities.
experiences,

I

advocate,

These gender-specific

must be raised in importance in

program planning.
The third position of advocacy represents,

for me,

the most compelling reason to examine the quantity and
quality of women's programming in a refugee setting.
believe that educators can view the disruption of

I

lifestyle

during refugee transition as an opportunity to support the
advancement of women.

This advocacy position is presented,
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and developed in Chapter Three as the central concept of
this dissertation.
To fully discuss these ideas,

I provide background

information as to general terminology and conceptual
frameworks used in the discussion of refugee services.

I

first outline the three phases of the refugee experience as
typically described in the literature.

For refugee women,

the impact of each phase has marked similarities.
phase
of

for example,

family,

women

occupation,

(and men and children)

society,

the volatile transition phase,
vulnerabilities,

to name a few.

In each

face losses
But during

women are exposed to

and opportunities,

that are different from

men and children.
Some controversy exist as to

"who is a refugee?".

I

am providing background discussion on this point in order
to present a range of opinions and establish my own
position of who qualifies for increased program
intervention.

This background then leads into the

synthesis of research that develops the

first two positions

of advocacy for refugee women.
The following examination of issues surrounding
refugee women is not meant to diminish the importance of
experiences of men and children.

Men,

women and children

experience the drastic disorientation of being a refugee.
Refugee women,

men and children are generally vulnerable to

the same form of violations of their basic rights.
indiscriminate aerial

An

attack against a refugee camp is
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just

as likely to cause casualties among the female populations
as among the male.

Similarly,

a denial of the right to

education or work will affect all.

The reasoning behind my

position of special program intervention for refugee women
will be based on the development of the three points of
advocacy.

Three Phases of the Refugee Experience

The refugee experience can be divided into three
phases,

pre-migratory period,

or repatriation (Ben-Porath,

transition and resettlement
1987).

Each has its

distinctive characteristics and stressors.
The first phase,

or pre-migratory period represents

the time when the homeland situation is recognized to be
unbearable and the decision to escape is taken.

Living

conditions are sufficiently intolerable to force a decision
of uprooting.
enemies,

Fears such as threats of reprisal or harm by

conditions of malnutrition or starvation imprint

upon the character of the individual.

The stressors that

the refugee experiences during this time is believed to
have long-term effects such as paranoid behavior,
depression and sleep disturbances

(Tyhurst,

anxiety,

1982).

A longitudinal study of Vietnamese refugees in the
Seattle area reported that most had only a few hours to
prepare for departure

(Lin,

1982).

During this time,

members of the extended family group had to decide who
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could and could not escape.

Rubin

(1982)

suggests that the

dynamics of difficulties in refugee families can be traced
back to the process of decision-making prior to flight.
The second phase,
transition,
activity.

known in the literature as

can be characterized into two types of
One is the time(s) when the person is in

physical transition and the other is the period(s) when the
person resides in a temporary location such as a camp or
hotel.

The time of physical transition is notable due to

the dangers that face the refugee.

The refugee typically

leaves her/his country during time of social upheaval.
During these times, mores that govern behavior are weakened
and lawless individuals prey upon disoriented refugees who
carry their worldly belongings.
When the refugee arrives at a place of rest,
village,

city or camp,

a

a first reaction is one of relief.

Shortly after the initial phase of arrival,

the enormity of

what has transpired begins to be understood.
gives way to apathy and despair.

Euphoria

Researchers have

documented similar forms of disorientation and
psychopathology that appear during this period in different
refugee populations and at various times of history
Murata,
1986;

1977; Morrison & Moos,

Sughandabhirom,

1986;

1982; Murphy,

1955;

Szapocznik & Cohen,

Conditions vary widely,

(Liu &
Stein,

1986).

but housing in transition can

be characterized as segregated from the host population,
with poor facilities and lacking privacy due to over-
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crowding (Ben-Porath,

1987).

Life in transition is notable

in that the refugee is uncertain of the duration.
location(s) of transition,

In the

the refugee is unable to go

forward to a new life or back to the lost life.

Meaningful

occupation is hard to discover beyond survival maintenance.
Perhaps most disorienting is the waiting,

anticipating that

any day the long-desired relocation may occur.
The third phase is resettlement or repatriation into a
homeland.

Whether the refugee is repatriated to the

original country or granted asylum into a receiving
country,

readjustment challenges the core of self identity.

Lin

(1986)

identified the primary sources of stressors as

(1)

losses of belongings,

(2)

social isolation due to the disruption of the family,

family members and a way of life,

friend and occupation network,
when one's role is altered,
level,

(4)

(3)

status inconsistencies

typically to a less influential

culture shock when the relief of resettlement

gives way to new struggles,

(5)

accelerated modernization

notably when a refugee moves from a rural to urban setting
and (6) minority status regardless of racial,

ethnic or

cultural backgrounds because refugees are initially viewed
as "foreign".
experience,
researched

Of the three phases of the refugee

resettlement has been most thoroughly
(Ben-Porath,

1987).
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Who Is A Refugee,

Policy Definitions

In the aftermath of World War II,

the United Nations

drafted a definition of "refugee'1 and awarded a set of
rights to the status.

A person who desires protection

under the 1951 UN Convention relating to the status of
refugees must prove
well founded fear of being persecuted for
reasons of race, religion, nationality,
membership of a particular social group or
political opinion [and is] outside the country
of his nationality and is unable or owing to
such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the
protection of that country."
(Kelley, 1989, p.
16)
In 1969,

the Organization for African Unity

(OAU),

in

solidarity with the ongoing struggle against white rule in
Africa,

broadened the definition (Zolberg,

1989).

Anyone compelled to leave his country because
of external aggression, occupation, foreign
domination or events severely disrupting the
public order."
(Oxfam Facts, #6, p. 2)
In an article,

"Who is a Refugee?",

distilled to three characteristics
the author's opinion,
simultaneously (1)

the term "refugee" was
(Shacknove,

1985).

In

a refugee is someone who is

deprived of basic rights,

recourse to the home government,
international assistance.

and

(3)

(2)

has no

has access to

This definition includes

economic and environmental victims as well as those
reacting to situations of war.

Further,

it addresses a

point of difficulty in both the UNHCR and OAU definitions.
According to these definitions,
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a persecuted person who has

not crossed an international border is a "displacee" and
not subject to rights and protection.

Shacknove has

created a definition that eliminates this technicality.
Aristide Zolberg,

leading migration theorist,

the debate of refugee definitions.
categories of refugee.

adds to

He recognizes three

One is the activist refugee,

such

as a rebel or dissenter, who is involved in an activity
that the state wants to extinguish.
who is a target.

Another is the refugee

This is someone who,

with a social or cultural group,
abuse of state power.

due to association

has been singled out for

These two definitions are classical

in the sense of historical,

international recognition and

constitute the basis for the UNHCR definition.

In the

second half of the 20th century a third category has been
identified.

The refugee as mere victim is a category

created to describe a person caught by accident of place
between societal and international conflict

(Zolberg,

1989) .
In Zolberg's view,

the unit of intersection of all

three categories is violence.

The central ranking

principle of "who is a refugee" is the immediacy and degree
of life-threatening violence.

Zolberg defines quality of

life to include social and biological stability.

Social

violence such as civil war and terrorism and structural
violence such as drought and famine produce victims that
need protection.

Therefore,

human violence and the
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structural violence of environmental degradation are
conditions that,

in Zolberg's opinion,

Functionally speaking,
Convention's definition of

it is the

"refugee"

produce refugees.
1951 Geneva

that is used by UNHCR

staff to determine eligibility.

In order to ensure the

protection of refugee women,

1951 Convention and its

the

1967 Protocol must be enforced.

However,

these two

documents are incomplete in their coverage of this
population.
enforced;
Rights,
of

these include the Universal Declaration of Human

the

1977,

Multiple international documents must also be

the

1949 Geneva Conventions and its two Protocols
1966 Human Rights Covenants,

the Convention on

the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against
Women,

the Declaration on the Protection of Women and

Children in Emergency and Armed Conflict,
Consent to Marriage,

the Convention on

Minimum Age for Marriage and

Registration of Marriages,

the Convention on the

Nationality of Married Women and the Convention on the
Rights of the Child

(United Nations,

1991a).

Individual

countries may or may not have signed agreement to enforce
these measures and,

if in agreement,

may or may not enforce

the law.
The UNHCR documents outline protection for people
persecuted for their race,

religion,

nationality,

political

opinion or membership to a particular social group.
Gender-directed persecution is not recognized under this
operational definition.

A liberal,
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but rare,

inter-

pretation of the

1951 document offers refugee women an

entree to international protection as a
group."

Several

interpretation,

"particular social

advocates for refugee women promote this
or more specifically,

the addition of the

language,

"gender-directed persecution"

Johnsson,

1988;

Meijer,

In the field,

(Gradin,

1985;

1988).

the irregularities of policy

application are apparent.

In my role as an administrator

and caseworker of a refugee program in Turkey,

I worked

closely with the UNHCR.

1951

The definition of the

Convention was merely a starting point of reference for the
officer who interviewed an asylum seeker.
pressed upon the officer.

Many influences

These influences,

unfortunately,

did not relate to the credibility of the individual's
claim.

The analysis of the individual's status was

intermingled with the political/economic relations between
Turkey and Iran,
(U.S.,

Canada,

the policy of the resettlement countries

Denmark,

Germany,

Australia,

Sweden)

towards

Iran and compassion fatigue of international aid agencies
in the later years of an eight year war.
Such irregularities of a working definition for
refugee status forces the question again,
refugee?".

"who is a

Another approach to a definition is from the

perception of the individual.
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Who

Is A Refugee.

The

Individuals Definition

Based on my data and observations in Turkey,
reasons for the radical
were basic.

life choice of

Either the person was

(1)

was seeking an improved lifestyle.

the

leaving one's home
afraid or

(2)

s/he

My data indicate that

the ratio of the first category to the second was
UNHCR criteria in operation in Turkey,

10:1.

it is my opinion

that the same people would be assessed in the reverse,
refugee to

10

economic migrants.

By

or 1

The disparity is due to

the individual's own perception of a

"well

founded fear of

being persecuted..."
The decision to leave one's homeland cannot be,
should not be,

underrated by people unable or unwilling to

assist the individual.

Several

studies point out how the

experience imprints itself upon the character of the
refugee.
India,

Twenty years after the

one out of

four West Bengal households still

considered themselves as refugees
World War II,

1946-48 partition of

(Pakrasi,

1971).

After

most refugee programs continued for five

years more and Jewish agencies provided special attention
for refugee Holocaust survivors twenty years after the war
(Westermeyer,
E.

F.

1986).

Kunz

(1973)

categories of refugees.

developed a landmark model of
In the model,

refugees into two broad groups.
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he segregates

One group are those who

respond to "pull" factors and the other are those who
migrate in response to “push" factors

(Kunz,

1973).

A primary characteristic of the typical "pull"
refugee is the anticipatory nature of the action.
Departure is usually orderly,

and the migrant has assessed

the best direction in which to go.

S/he often is financed

and likely knows the language and work conditions of the
country of destination.
alert and well-to-do
In contrast,

These people are usually educated,

(Kunz,

1973).

people responding to the "push" motive

are less or ill prepared for the transition.

The motive to

depart is not based on a desire to move but rather in
response to an outside force.

Based on my observations,

it

is this combination of haste of departure and reluctance to
leave that creates the perception in an individual of being
a refugee.
The imprint and duration of the psychology of
uprootedness varies between individuals and between
cultures.

In general,

alienation of refugees is related to

the extent to which they perceive themselves as different
from the host culture

(Ben-Porath,

1987).

Factors such as

disparity of culture,

language and customs and the absence

of like-minded community prolong the transition (Stein,
1979).

In response to the question,

"who is a refugee?" a

valid answer is "whoever perceives her or himself to be a
refugee."

For some,

resettlement,

stability is regained with successful

for some it takes a lifetime and for others a
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second generation is needed to shed the psychological
trauma of uprooting (Ben-Porath,

1987;

Controversy exists about who is,
refugee.

1951).

and is not,

a

Policy definitions of "refugee" are inextricably

combined with international politics.
U.S.

Handlin,

policy,

According to recent

Haitian refugees were economically motivated

while Cuban refugees were fleeing a dictatorial regime.
Rather than enter into the complex arena of
international public policy,

I align my own definition with

Zolberg's in that a "refugee" is someone who flees lifethreatening instability which can include biological or
political forces.
seeker",

I make no distinction between "asylum

"refugee" and "displacee."

I support increased

program intervention for women who have crossed an
international border,

(an asylum seeker), who have crossed

an international border and have been recognized by the
United Nations,

(a refugee),

and those who have fled within

their home country (a displacee).
this discussion,

For the remainder of

the term "refugee" will refer to either an

in-country or out-of-country person, with or without U.N.
status, who has been forced from her/his homeland.

Who Is A Refugee in the 1990s?

Policy makers attempt to craft a working definition
of a refugee.

The social scientist,

refugees themselves,

giving voice to the

also present a definition.
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Attempts

to pin down a definition of "refugee” are cast on a global
stage which is both dynamic and volatile.
The spread of ethnic conflict since the end of
the cold war has pushed the number of refugees
to 44 million people, or more than one in every
130 inhabitants of the globe.
(UNHCR, quoted
in Women's Commission, 1993, p. 2)
For a clearer understanding of the refugee of the
1990s,

two significant characteristics need to be

highlighted.

The first is that the majority of refugees

are from a developing country and travel to a developing
country.
The data are compelling.

Approximately 90% of the

world's refugees emigrate from developing countries to
developing countries.

At the end of 1992,

9 out of 10

countries with the highest ratio of refugees to total
population were developing nations
International,

1994).

(Population Action

Additionally,

another 15 million

people are displaced within their homeland of a developing
country (Vernez,

1991).

A 1992 newspaper article raised

the figures to 18 million refugees and 20 million
displacees

(Tanton,

1992)

and by the end of 1992,

official

estimates were 19 million refugees not including an
estimated 2.6 million Palestinian refugees registered by
the United Nations
noted above,

(Population Action International).

the 1993 figures were again raised to 44

million, which includes both refugees and displacees.
Figure 1 provides a global overview of the geographic
distribution of refugee populations.
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Advocacy Position One:
Refugee Program Intervention Must Reflect The Composition
Of The Population

An understanding of the refugee of the 1990s must
include an understanding that the majority of the refugees
are women and their dependents.
1980 - "Women constitute a majority caseload in the
adult refugee population"

(UNHCR,

1980).

1984 - "The majority of refugees are female.
though statistics are lacking,
(World Council of Churches,

Even

this is unquestionably so"

1984).

1991 - "Seventy-five percent of the 15 million
refugees in the world are women and children"
Nations,

(United

1991b).

1993 -

(of the 44 million refugees and displacees),

80 percent are women and children

(Women's Commission,

1993).
When asking the question "who is a refugee?",
answer is most likely to be a female.
on a location by location basis.

the

There is ample data

Anne Dykstra, UNHCR's

past educational coordinator in the Thai border camps,
reported to a UMass/Amherst audience that 3/4 of the
refugees in the camps are women and children (Dykstra,
1992).

Her observations are reinforced by two other

studies of Cambodian refugee camps that place the figure of
women and children at 80%
Churches,

1984).

(Boua,

1992; World Council of

A 1991 Women's Commission visiting the
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Hmong refugee camps in Laos and Thailand reported that 2/3
of the camp's population of 21,024 were women and children
(Women's Commission,

1991a).

In African refugee camps,
same skewed population.

field reports detail the

In a Somalia camp,

90% of the

Ethiopian refugees were women and children under fifteen
(Billard,

1982; World Council of Churches,

1984).

The UN

Economic Commission for Africa put the figure of rural,
refugee women at 60% of the continent's migrant population
(United Nations Economic Council,

1984).

The Mozambican

camps are estimated to be comprised of 80% women and
children (Refugees,

1990).

In Latin America,

Guatemalan and Salvadoran women

make up the majority in the camps of Honduras
1984).

(Nunez,

The Middle East conflicts have also produced an

unbalanced gender ratio.

At least 50% of Palestinian

refugee households in Lebanon and 60% of Afghan refugee
households in Pakistan are headed by women (World Council
of Churches,

1984).

Reasons behind these percentages can be surmised.
times of crisis,
general,

vary.

the pressures on men and women,

In

in

During conflict men are more likely to be

involved in armed struggle and viewed as the greater threat
to the invading force.

Men were the principal target of

the Khmer Rouge for execution and starvation (Boua,

1992).

As combatants, men will leave the home village to join
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resistant forces.

Further, men and boys are kidnapped to

reinforce army ranks

(Cline-Cole,

1991).

According to the migration theory of Kunz,

the "pull”

and "push" factors affect men and women differently (Kunz,
1971).

The "pull” or anticipatory movement is more likely

represented by men and women equally.

For example,

studies

of Mexican migrants to the United States documents
approximately even percentages of men and women entrants
(Spero,

1985).

Kunz separates the "push" or acute migration
movements into displacement by flight and displacement by
force.

He theorizes that when individuals flee,

"high to

very high masculinity" will characterize the refugee.
Related to this, when communities are in flight,

"low

masculinity"

Further,

will be represented in the group.

he theorizes that when civilians are displaced by force of
an army, most refugees will be women and their dependents
(Kunz,

1973).

Refugee Women - Differences Yet Commonalities

The majority of the 44 million refugees displacees
are women and their dependents representing 80% of the
refugee population.

My first advocacy position is based on

the numerical argument that program development logically
must consider the majority population.

But is an advocacy

position based on gender too general to begin the
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complicated considerations of program development?
Moussa cautions,
may,

Helene

"Because of our shared gender ... we

as women, move too guickly to assume sameness"

(Moussa,

1988,

p.

4).

According to Moussa,

program development must build

upon an understanding of the woman's pre-migration
"cultural web."

She,

and other educators,

point out that

programs must recognize the subtle variations in the
previous lifestyle of the refugee women,
education and literacy level,

for example,

urban or rural activity

patterns, whether asylum is in a culturally similar
environment from the home country or not
Weissinger,

(Krummel,

n.d.;

1988).

Differences among women refugees,

of course,

exist.

Program development must factor in the uniqueness of the
target population.

However,

my position is that advocacy

for resources precedes program development.
am focusing on the commonalities,
differences between refugee women.

Therefore,

I

rather than the
Just as the focus of

the faceless mass of refugees and displacees can be
sharpened to distinguish the majority as Third World women,
so too can other generalizations be made.

These

commonalities lay the foundation for my second and third
positions of advocacy.
The women come from very different countries
and backgrounds and have different legal status
but their commonality of their needs is
remarkable. (Spero, 1985, p. iii)
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Drawing upon the resources of refugee women's stories,
field worker's observations,
academic research studies,

agency data collection and

I will now summarize my second

position of advocacy.

Advocacy Position Two:
Women Experience The Trauma Of Being A Refugee Compounded
Bv Gender Specific Vulnerabilities

Women share protection problems experienced by all
refugees.

Along with men and children, women need

protection against armed attack and violence,
to their homelands,

protection from prolonged and

unjustified detention,

a legal status that provides social

and economic rights and access to food,
and medical care.

forced return

In addition,

shelter,

clothing

"refugee women and girls

have special protection needs that reflect their gender .
.

"

(United Nations,

1991a).

The environment of transition creates a dangerous
setting for the sexually mature female.

When pregnancy or

childbirth or care of young children overlap with refugee
transition,

the woman must nurture herself and others

dependent on her.

In environments which force behavior of

basic survival among individuals,
first to suffer.
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the weak will be the

.

Pregnancy,

Nutrition,

Childbirth

The World Health Organization reports that a woman in
a developing country is 150-300 times more likely to die
from maternity related diseases than her First World
counterpart

(Kelley,

1989).

Though statistics are lacking,

it can be surmised that the stresses of refugee transition
would exacerbate this situation.

Studies indicates that

birth rates of refugees tend to increase over traditional
rates prior to flight

(Refugees,

of the host population

(Kelley,

1985)

often exceeding that

1989).

Pregnancy and breast-feeding are notably affected by
the refugee experience.

During pregnancy,

nutritional

intake effects the baby's development as well as a safe
delivery.

Angela Berry,

nutritionist for the UNHCR,

monitors food quality and distribution in refugee camps in
Africa and Southeast Asia.
deficiencies as the primary,
of maternal ill health.

Berry identifies nutritional
and preventable,

causal factor

A typical refugee's diet lacks

vitamin C and iron.

Vitamin C is necessary for the

absorption of iron.

For the pregnant woman insufficient

iron results in anemia or abnormal bleeding during
childbirth.

In one refugee camp in Somalia during an eight

month period in 1987,

Berry recorded sixty women who died

in childbirth

1988).

(Berry,

The percentage of women this

represents is unclear.
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A malnourished woman is more likely to give birth
prematurely,

lowering the child's survival chances.

Malnutrition and periods of prolonged stress lowers
quantity and quality of breast milk in lactating women
(Sundhagul,

1981).

Camp supplied powdered milk is

difficult to prepare without clean water and soap

(Berry,

1985) .
Adequate nutrition in a camp situation is directly
linked to the structure of

food distribution.

Traditional

practices of refugee registration upon arrival documents
the family in the head-of-house's,

or man's,

name.

If the

husband leaves or has misused valuable food cards,
woman has no rights to food allotment.

then the

The woman as head-

of-house can also be hindered in food collection.

If she

is limited due to pregnancy or care of dependents,

she may

not be able to

join a long queue for food.

confusion of refugee arrival
registration records.

Commonly,

the

in a camp produces poor

Donor agencies overcompensate and

provide an excess supply of food provision which allows for
a lucrative trade in surplus stock.

The development of

such a trade is an incentive for the camp members in charge
of distribution to withhold allocations from the weakest
members of the community,

typically women

(Berry,

1988).

Access to health care represents another barrier to
the refugee women.

Clinic hours that do not consider a

woman's home responsibilities prohibits her access.
distances from the household or poor nighttime
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Long

lighting are

threatening in an unsafe refugee environment and inhibit
use of care.
Especially alienating are medical services that
ignore the culture's norms of traditional medicines and
female health care.

Health services that fail to consider

the characteristics of the women's population produce
administrative waste and insufficient service.

In 1984,

one camp in eastern Sudan housed 28,000 refugees.
five percent
children.

(21,000)

Seventy-

of this population were women and

At the inpatient hospital,

there were 26

patients registered at the time of an UNHCR visit and all
were male.

The majority of registered out-patients were

also male.

At another camp in Sudan,

71% of 12,000

patients seen at an out-patient clinic were men (Kelley,
1989) .
Literature of past and present day refugee situations
document another grisly vulnerability for women.

Sexual

violence appears to be a common tool of war and a product
of communities in extreme disruption.
their "cultural web",

When women flee from

they lose the protection of the norms

that govern civilized behavior.

The examples that follow

can only begin to describe the frequency,
impact,

upon the woman.
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and implied

4

Sexual Violence

Sexual violence against women is described in the
refugee literature as having many manifestations.

The

description of these acts reminds the reader of the extreme
cruelty that people are capable of and willing to perform.
Brutality is experienced by both genders and all ages.

The

violence against the woman is distinctive in that injury to
her physical and emotional self is often inflicted through
her sexual identity.
The time of refugee pre-flight,

flight and camp

settlement are times when the woman has been stripped of
her community's support and the protection of community
norms of behavior.
across borders,
grouping,

The disorder of conflict,

the unnatural living environment of refugee

all contribute to experiences ungoverned by

society's moral codes of conduct
studies,

the flight

field accounts,

(Johnsson,

1989).

informal and formal research

document women's sexuality as a target of abuse
1991;

Dang,

1988;

Case

Jameson,

1981; Women's Commission,

1988;

Johnsson,

(Aron,

1988;

Sundhagul,

1991c).

One analysis divides the acts of sexual violence
against women as

(a)

single,

strategy of social control

deviant crimes and (b)

(Aron,

1991).

Single,

a

deviant

crimes are acts by individuals who take advantage of the
vulnerability of the woman's position.

The rape,

abduction

and murder of refugee women by pirates in the Gulf of
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Thailand is perhaps the most well known example
Dao,

1982;

Simandjuntak,

1988).

(Schroeder-

In my own experience in

Turkey, women's sexual favors were used to "secure safety"
by

police and landlords.

Relief workers report that camp

administrators and police put pressure on females to
exchange sexual intimacy for basic camp needs

(Johnsson,

1989).
Another aspect of woman-directed violence is
manifested in the stress of the family unit as wife abuse.
To my knowledge,

the documentation that exists concerns

incidence of abuse in resettlement countries.
Canadian shelter,
women.

At a

14% of the clientele in 1981 were refugee

In 1988 the figure had grown to 50%

(Kelley,

1989).

In my own study with Russian refugee women in the
Springfield area,

social workers and women themselves spoke

of the stress of the transition resulting in violent action
by men against women

(Green,

1991).

The strategy of sexual abuse for social control has
equally ominous and broader effects.

In reference to the

Eritrean conflict, Weissinger observed that the enemy
intended to "demoralize the other by raping the women and
fathering children"

(Weissinger,

1988).

Relief workers

describe rape as an almost universal experience in some
groups.

Women who entered Djibouti were "systematically

raped by border guards"

(Aitchison,

1984).

The Sudanese

cities of Kharoum and Kassola were identified as sites of
rampant rape of Ethiopian women by police
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(Krummel,

n.d.).

An article chronicling the surge in birth rate in Rwanda,
reported that every woman in the conflict had been raped
(Christian Science Monitor,

1995).

UNHCR staff

acknowledges that there is scant hard data.
report however,

One

1988 UNHCR

documented an African country where 33

incidence of violence in 21 out of 26

refugee settlements

occurred in which 150 women were raped

(Johnsson,

1988).

Three academic studies on torture focus on the sex of
the individual as an independent variable.
"Women as Torture Victims",

In one study,

men and women from Chile and El

Salvador were questioned about their detention.
respondents,

17 male and

19

Of 56

female were victims of torture.

Twelve women and five men reported to have been raped.

Six

women and six men reported non-violent sexual abuse
(Allodi,

1990).

Another study was conducted on Salvadoran

and Guatemalan refugee men and women who reported
experiencing different torture techniques.
techniques reported by the men were sexual.
reported that two of the

None of the
The women

five techniques were directed at

sexual parts of their bodies

(Aron,

also of Latin American refugees,

1991).

A third study,

documented that

1 of

37

men had been sexually assaulted whereas half of the women
reported sexual assault

(OCISAM,

1985).

Gender specific violence as a means of social control
has been documented within the women's own refugee
community.
largest,

The Afghanistan communities in Pakistan are the

single concentration of refugees in the world
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(Rogge,

1987).

A 1990 Women's Commission to the Pakistani

camps collected testimony of violence used by Muslim
fundamentalists.

Afghani women who participated in

programs tailored specifically for their self-development
became targets of violence.

The fundamentalists brutally

murdered a prominent activist and bombed the project
building killing the participants inside
Commission,

(Women's

1990).

Sexual violence directed at a woman while still
within her country of origin has had the effect of
producing refugees.

Marijke Meijer collected accounts of

refugee women who had fled their home countries due to
"gender-directed persecution."
for example,

In post-revolution Iran,

a woman lawyer worked outside the home

refusing to conform to the style and behavior of Purdah
which brought her life-threatening harassment.

Meijer

points out that if a man engaged in similar behavior he
would not received equally harsh treatment,

a point

critical to her definition of gender-directed persecution
(Meijer,

1988).

Gender specific violence, whether in or

out of home country Meijer's believes,
for UNHCR acceptance.
towards women,

should be a criteria

While acknowledging the injustice

the UNHCR does not take of position of

condemning the social laws of a country.

"Transgressing

social mores is not reflected in the universal refugee
definition"

(United Nations,

1991a,
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p.

23).

Prostitution

Failure of families,

society or donor agencies to

assist women during the disruption of refugee flight has
many repercussions of sexual exploitation.
Vietnamese culture,

In the

a raped woman "has lost the sexual

purity that gives her value"

(Krummel,

n.d.,

p.

21).

The

woman loses her status in her community and family severing
traditional ties of support.

A task force to Liberia found

that refugee women who had been agricultural laborers by
profession had no method other than prostitution to secure
income in the capital of Monrovia

(Women's Commission,

1991c).
The UNHCR ties a woman's choice of prostitution
directly with lack of assistance.
staff,

According to UNHCR

primarily refugee women and girls who are

unaccompanied as well as female heads of household use
prostitution to secure their basic needs

(United Nations,

1991a).
The above discussion presents the field of refugee
policy and program development as complex and everchanging.

Intervention on the micro level provides

tangible service to those in need.

However, micro

decisions are guided by the macro philosophical view of the
refugee situation.

In this vein,

I continue to build my

position for a theoretical concept to promote the
advancement of women during refugee transition.
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Why Advocate for Refugee Women?

In order to generate vision and drive to pursue a
position of advocacy,

the reasons for the position must be

sufficiently compelling.

In my view,

the reasons to

advocate for increased program intervention for refugee
women can be summarized into four areas.

Each has

sufficient weight to stand alone as a motivating force for
action.

Taken together,

these reasons provide ample

rationale for professional and personal dedication.

The

order in which these points are discussed represents my
personal view of importance,

ending with the position from

which I draw the greatest motivation.
First,

the advocacy for sufficient services for

refugee women has recently entered the international debate
and is far from finished.

Only by 1980 did the UNHCR

distinguish refugee women's service needs from a
generalized view of the needs of a non-segregated refugee
population.

Advocates have applied their collective

attention to provide the debate with field reports,
research analysis,

political pressure and continuing public

information in the forms of conferences,

publications and

policy group formation.
In the twelve-year history of attention to this
population,

gains can be identified.

Explicit policy

positions were released by the UNHCR in 1990.

However,

chair of the Women's Commission for Refugee Women and
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the

Children dismisses advances to date as rhetoric.
the evolving position of UNHCR,

Despite

field accounts still remind

advocates of the gap between policy and the messy process
of practice.
Mostly women and children are slowly fading
into death. (In Somalia) the men have guns and
with guns you can get food. (August 10, 1992
National Public Radio)
A second rationale to advocate for refugee women is
based on the need to increase program effectiveness.
discussed,

As

formal and informal data indicate that women and

their dependents are the majority of the global refugee
population.

The Women in Development office of USAID

comments that "failure to include gender in program and
project design,

implementation and evaluation is probably

one of the major causes of undetermined or negative
outcomes

..."

(A.I.D.,

1982,

p.

2).

Improper assessment

of the number and needs of refugee women begins a program
with a weak data base.
The development of a profile by gender is a first
step to establish a clear sense of the refugee population.
When the population is properly assessed,
can be created that integrates women,

then an approach

children and men into

overall service design in proportions related to their
numbers and needs.

This second rationale for advocacy is

based on an economic cost/benefit analysis in order to use
funds as effectively as possible.
assess the population are,

at best,

Programs that fail to
fiscally wasteful.

If

women and their dependents comprise 80% of the population.
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then gender is an inescapable factor for program planners
when continued funding is dependent on achieving program
objectives.
Another reason for advocacy is grounded in the
humanitarian goal of equity.

Neglect of any segment of the

refugee population is an equity issue.
refugee women,

As an advocate for

I intend to examine program intervention

with respect to fair distribution of services to all
members of the refugee population.

Jean Kirkpatrick

challenges service workers to guarantee refugee women their
basic rights, most pointedly to physical protection and
food.

"Provision for these basic needs cannot be and

should not be subordinated to respect for indigenous
cultures of the refugee population"

(Kirkpatrick,

1985,

p.

26) .
In February 1992,

a first regional forum in Latin

America was held titled "A Gender Approach to the Work with
Refugee,

Returnee and Displaced Women."

The resulting

document combines advocacy for economic as well as social
and political program intervention.

The position is taken

that "inequality constitutes the first obstacle
the processes of development and peace"
My fourth,

...

(FoReFem,

and personally most compelling,

in

1992).
rationale

for advocacy for refugee women is based on the observation,
research and belief that the time of transition is an
opportunity to support the advancement of women.
advocacy position is the central concept of this
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This

dissertation.
idea in full.

The successive chapters will developed this

III

CHAPTER

EXPERIENTIAL AND CONCEPTUAL FOUNDATIONS OF
MY PERSONAL PERSPECTIVE

I would like to begin this chapter with an
acknowledgement.

The ideas presented in this dissertation

are not neutral or objective,

but instead a subjective

product of my composite life experiences.
My personal and professional experiences to date merge
together to create a perspective.

This perspective was

born from my "politics of location"
phrase,

(Rich,

1985).

The

"politics of location," refers to power relations

which result from personal characteristics.
observes,

As Rich

"when I was carried out the hospital,

world,

I was viewed as and treated as female

white"

(Rich,

1985,

p.

.

into the
.

.

also as

11).

In this dissertation,

I will be speaking about women

and their refugee transition experiences.

I have come to

agree with other researchers that to project meaning,
possible program intervention,

and

onto other's lives requires

that I am "self reflexive" about my own politics of
location (Cook,
1983; Moharty,

1986;
1984).

Gore,

1992; Harding,

In this way,

1986; Mies,

I can begin to see my

inherent world view and its influence on my meaning-making.
To name a few,
able-bodied.

I am Caucasian,

European descent.
household,

I am female,

usually middle class and

North American of Northern

I was raised in a nominal Christian

in Washington D.C.

by two formally educated
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parents with four siblings.

My father worked in a high

level government position and my mother was a homemaker.
have a cross-cultural marriage and,

at 43,

I

have a one-year-

old daughter.
I am also a feminist.

A substantial part of my

politics of location has been impacted by coming of age in
the 1960s and
world view,

'70s,

as Western feminism flourished.

My

and in this case the concept developed within

this dissertation,

has been significantly influenced by

feminist thought.
Feminism has widely different definitions and is very
much in process.

Central to all feminisms is a critique of

women's oppression as the focus of the inquiry (Jaggar,
1984).

However,

divergence occurs as different feminists

chart oppression depending on their own politics of
location.
For example,

Ecofeminism,

Indian woman scientist,

eloquently promoted by an

believes women's well being is

seamlessly linked to the health of the earth's ecosystems
(Shiva,

1989).

rights movement,

Radical Feminism,

associated with Lesbian

views oppression as resulting from men's

control over women's sexuality (Daly,

1990).

a Caucasian, middle class women's movement,

As primarily
Liberal

Feminism promotes equal opportunity to the workplace as a
principal equalizer between men and women (Jaggar,

1983).

A lively debate among "third world" academics
challenges the dominant

(Liberal)
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definition of feminism.

By questioning if

"sisterhood is global,"

challenges are raised about what,
exist among feminisms.

or if,

important
commonalities

A main point of divergence is that

Liberal Feminism typically isolates gender oppression from
other oppressions,
(Odim,

1991;

such as racism or economic domination

Moharty,

1984).

To come full circle,

this dissertation is a discussion

about a concept for refugee program development.

Because

refugee program intervention is principally based in a
"third world"

context with

"third world" women,

I will

first begin by looking at theoretical concepts which
pertain to a

"third world"

perspective.

Due to the prominence of

feminism in this concept,

see a necessity to develop a discussion about
feminism.

Also,

I

"third world"

due to my academic politics of location,

I

recognize the impact of Western feminist researchers upon
my line of thinking.

I will present the aspects of

feminist research which I

see has influenced my

perspective.
To conclude this section on my theoretical
foundations,

I will

clarify my own

synthesize the ideas raised in order to

"truth."

politics of location,
refugee women.

My truth,

as a composite of my

guides my educational advocacy for

This reflection is meant to present the

reader the theoretical
this information,

influences on my thinking.

With

the assumptions inlaid in my theoretical
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concept are surfaced.

In this way,

the reader may decide

if s/he is in agreement with my reasoning.

Theoretical Concepts to Review;
Third World Feminist Perspective: Influences on
Mv Politics of Location

A theoretical
discussion of

foundation that

"third world"

structuralism.

I

find useful to frame a

feminist perspective is post¬

Post-structuralism provides a theoretical

explanation for some of the core objections raised by
"third world"

authors.

The theory of post-structuralism questions assumptions
about how

knowledge originates.

Joined to this,

is

investigation of how knowledge and power is associated.
post-structuralism theory,
speaking,

key questions are posed,

"who is

what power is given to this speaker and what

assumptions exist to create this knowledge."
a

In

"third world"

perspective,

speaks for whom?"

(Luke,

Pertaining to

the pertinent question is

"who

1992).

Post-structuralism is a French philosophical tradition
of the

late

1960s,

'70s and

'80s.

The theorists believe

that human activities/culture is the primary influence upon
an individual.

From the post-structuralist point of view,

people are not autonomous,
entangled in a world

rational beings,

"inscribed"

but rather

by language.

Those who

currently hold power generate the language and assumptions
that form "knowledge."

Power/knowledge then facilitates
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the control,

organization and distribution of information

which spins, what Foucoult calls,

a "regime of truth."

Members of the "regime of truth" generate ideas,
governments,
(Escobar,

start wars and,

in general,

run

set the debate

1984).

Due to the temporary nature of power,

and therefore,

the transient nature of a "regime of truth," post¬
structuralists are skeptical about
. . . beliefs concerning truth, knowledge, power,
the self, and language that are often taken for
granted within and serve as legitimation for
contemporary Western culture. (Flax, 1987)
In this light,

"truth" is not a fixed entity,

collective agreement of a moment in history.
not to examine knowledge per se,
(discourse)

but the
The task is

but the language

that builds the component of knowledge.

"Third World" Perspective

The term "third world" is an appropriate place to
illustrate the point.

During the years of the Cold War,

the world was politically divided into spheres of
influence.

The sphere including the U.S.

was named the "first world."

The "second world" was Russia

and her countries of influence.
rest

(Charlton,

1984).

and its allies

The "third world" was the

In this way,

the people of the

world were named and evaluated from the vantage point of
the West.

(In respect for this viewpoint,

"third world" in quotes.)
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I write the term

"Third world" academics charge that knowledge about
the people living in "third world" nations is subject to
the broad brush stroke of over-generalization (Moharty,
1984;

Said,

1978).

Even through the trained eyes of the

research ethnographer
Translations of culture, however subtle or
inventive in textual form take place within
relations of "weak" and "strong" languages that
govern the international flow of knowledge.
(Clifford, 1986, p. 23)
The Palestinian writer,
world divided into,
Orientalists.
rest,

Said,

as he sees it,

vigorously objects to a
the Occidents and the

Like "first" and "second" world and the

his argument is that depersonalizing people

facilitates their domination.

Stripping away the natural

complexities from "the Orient",
example,

"the Arabs" or "Islam" for

confines them to "the fixed status of an object

frozen once and for all in time by the gaze of Western
percipients"
Today,

(Said,
in 1995,

the ignorant,

poor,

family-oriented,
illiterate

1985,

p.

92).

"third world" can conjure up images of
uneducated,

victimized,

(Moharty,

1984).

materialize in relation to a
the Western society.

tradition-bound,

underdeveloped,

(value-laden)

counterpart in

Implications and judgments become

as Said names it,

interpretations".

primitive or

Concepts such as these

lodged into the language of history,
which form,

domestic,

Thus,

politics and religion

"communities of

a "natural truth" is born—
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European identity is superior to non-European (Bhachu,
1993; Moharty,

1984;

Said,

1978).

"Third World" Feminist Perspective

In a related struggle,

feminists are trying to free

females from being enfolded within the unnamed,

but

predominate male-informed text and visual representation
(Harding,

1986;

Lovibond,

1992;

Luke,

1992).

However,

just

as Said resists generalities about people in the "third
world," feminists of the "third world" further disagree
when western feminists portrayal of a universal women's
agenda.

"Gender discrimination is neither the sole nor

perhaps the primary focus of the oppression of Third World
women"

(Odim,

1991,

p.

Dominant feminism,

315).
they contend,

assumes that women

are a coherent interest group joined by their opposition to
patriarchy.

Whereas equality with men may be a valid

Western feminist goal,

for women in the "third world,"

equality is a "formula for sharing poverty"
In the "third world" context,

(Odim,

1991).

patriarchy isolated as the

oppression positions men as the sole source of domination.
In two very different contexts of struggle,

Guatemalan and

Palestinian refugee women recognized that part of their
struggle is against prescribed gender roles.

However,

women share with men cultural identity and tradition which
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sustains them in long battles against another face of
struggle,

outside oppression (Light,

1992;

Sayigh,

1986).

Notably in the "third world," and arguably elsewhere,
narrowly defined feminism based only on gender
discrimination is insufficient to analyze forces of women's
oppression.

"Third world" feminists assert that an

analysis of oppression,

and subsequently social action,

requires insight into multiple layers of historical
inequalities.
analysis.

Gender-specific oppression is a beginning

Then,

simultaneously,

interweave the analysis

into a wider context such as racism,
colonialism (Antrobus,

1991; Moharty,

classism and
1984;

Odim,

1991).

Since the majority of refugees originate from a "third
world" context and seek first asylum in the geographical
location of the "third world," elaboration of feminism by
"third world" authors,

for me,

is instructive.

Post¬

structuralism rightfully enunciate skepticism about
"knowledge" concerning people in contexts and lifestyles
vastly different from our own.

"Third world" feminists

remind other feminists that oppression is context-specific.
Assumptions as to what is oppression,

again,

can be a

projection of self onto other.
Following up on the feminist search to refine the
dialogue,

I will now turn to a review of feminist

researchers who seek to identify a feminist methodology.
Many of their insights enable me to clarify and identify
the assumptions within my own research methodology.
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The Discussion in Feminist Research:
Influences on Mv Politics of Location

As a participant in academics,

I have read and

responded to researchers who are struggling to define
feminism in the activity of research.
their resistance,

Many aspects of

and suggested alternatives,

important variations.

Therefore,

I feel are

I present this overview

as influences on my own research politics of location.
Much of feminism,

and her offspring feminist research,

is a response to prevailing paradigms that,
contend,

feminists

fail to speak to women's experience.

Feminist

theorists have attempted to correct the deficiency by
synthesizing alternative methods of analysis.
Interestingly,

feminist researchers have arrived at

strikingly common proposals for feminist methodology (Cook,
1986;

Lather,

1991; Maguire,

To begin with,

1987; Mies,

1983).

a key influence on feminist methodology

is the concern for an acknowledgement of one's politics of
location,
1991).
present,

or as named,

self-reflexity (Gore,

1992; Lather,

Some feminist researchers see traditional,

and

inquiry as specious because the researcher has not

acknowledged her/his world view bias.

The objection

between "third world" people and women in this case is
exact - who is speaking for whom.

Gilligan raises the

feminist concern that "theories formally considered to be
sexually neutral instead reflect a consistent observational
and evaluative bias"

(Gilligan,
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1982,

p.

6).

In refugee work,

the struggle to raise women's

experiences into program analysis is vigorous.

The UNHCR's

mission statement is phrased to "serve a refugee outside of
his country"

(emphasis mine).

of discussion,

Despite almost fifteen years

advocacy for refugee women is often to

educate policy and aid personnel that much of the knowledge
about refugees is,

in fact,

"knowledge" about refugee men.

Like the post-structuralists,

feminist researchers

have "an uncertainty about the appropriate grounding and
methods for explaining and/or interpreting human
experience"

(Lather,

1991).

Ironically,

a problem arises

again by questioning if a feminist perspective exists
"which is more true than previous
quoted in Harding,

1986).

in the following section,

(male) ones"

(Flax,

This point, which I will address
is a striking overlap between

these feminist researchers and "third world" feminists
because "none of us can speak for "woman" because no such
person exists

..."

(Flax,

1986).

Another main point of reaction in feminist research is
against the theoretical foundation of positivism.
Positivism is the philosophy applied to research that
believes that reality is knowable through objective,
methodological procedures.

In light of the issues raised

about "uncertainty," feminists react against this popular
research methodology.

Positivism,

as understood today,

searches for universal laws in both natural science and,
feminists'

chagrin,

human behavior.
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It asserts that an

to

observation can become a "fact" when tested against a socalled indisputable reference point.
test a hypothesis.

Facts are used to

When a hypothesis is proven "true," a

set of laws are developed.

A theory (set of laws)

in place to predict future experience

(Harre,

is then

1981).

Positivism was originally developed to study the
natural sciences where an emotional separation of subject
(us)

and object

writers,

(it)

is more possible.

Like "third world"

I suspect that "facts," as the first building

blocks to a "truth," are riddled with conscious or
unconscious subjectivity.

I share their skepticism that

people are capable of recognizing all layers of their own
subjectivity when studying their own species.
The attempt to produce value-neutral science is
increasingly being abandoned as at best
unrealizable, and at worst self-deceptive, and is
being replaced by social sciences based on
explicit ideologies. (Hesse, 1980 cited in
Lather, 1986)
In search of an explicit,

and compatible,

ideology,

feminists researchers are attracted to a theoretical
alternative that factors in self-reflection,

social

analysis and activism—that of critical social science.
an educator in a refugee context,
relevant.

As

these ideas seem

Especially applicable is the sister concept of

critical pedagogy.

Well—hewn terms like horizontal power

and empowerment imply that the research method has turned
away from researcher—as-observer towards researcher and
researchee as co-participants.
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Three major sources provide theoretical components to
critical pedagogy - the Frankfort School, Antonio Gramsci
and Paulo Freire

(Luke,

1992).

For my purposes as an

educator in a refugee context,

these three sources provide

seeds of thought for educational practice with refugee
women.
The Frankfort School contributes a confrontational
critique to an existing social environment.

In 1923,

The

Institute of Social Research in Frankfort Germany was
organized to assess the status of Marxist theory at that
time.

As a contribution to educational pedagogy,

critical

theorists advocated for a crucial link between dialogue and
social action (Lynd,

1991).

"False consciousness"

(ideological assumptions perceived as knowledge)

could be

freed by a critique of an idea presumed to be true that is,
in fact,

a creation of mind.

Critique of one's social

environment is the first step towards personal and
political emancipation (Luke,

1992).

Gramsci attributes intellectual ability for social
change to "everyman."

In the repressive environment of

socialist Spain,

Gramsci declared that "all men are

intellectuals."

All people have the potential to analyze

and protest their position as a subordinate group.

Though

the all-encompassing state is viewed by Gramsci as powerful
and oppressive,

it can be challenged.

"Counter-hegemonic"

discussion coupled with an educational approach can be
organized within the social institutions,
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such as school,

hospitals,
(Gramsci,

etc.,

to assist people towards emancipation

1971).

Theory and an educational process with the specific
intent to instigate social action is combined by Paulo
Freire.

Freire proposed an pedagogy to enable the

illiterate and oppressed to reach

"critical consciousness"

—an understanding of domination.
methodology,

In the Freirian

a facilitator assists the participants'

identification of their oppression,

which leads to reading

key words from their life's experiences,
literacy as a tool

for social action

For feminist research,

and eventually to

(Freire,

1989).

critical theory offers two

advantages—inquiry into social

forces that subordinate

women and a partnered concept to implement an alternative.
Ideally,

"the various feminisms

critical theories"

(Lather,

.

.

1991).

.

become kinds of

For refugee education,

critical pedagogy casts refugee women as intellectual,
equal partners in dialogue with the educator.
the one-directional
education.

Absent is

approach of traditional research and

In critical practice,

the educator assists with

the analysis of the social order,

and generates dialogue of

alternatives—a form of

"power with"

the women.

Caveat for an Educator/Social Change Activist

The purpose of the review of theoretical

foundations

and the articulation of my synthesis of theory is for
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application.

In this dissertation,

I

am proposing a

theoretical concept to premise educational programming that
supports women's advancement.

Therefore,

I

am not neutral.

I take a position.
I have found theoretical

support to question

prevailing women's social norms in the ideas of post¬
structuralists.

In my opinion,

break down "truths"

in search of the underlying beliefs

maintained by those in power.
to its end,

these theorists rightfully

However,

this logic,

leads to an absence of belief.

All ideas are

named as a composite of subjective components.
no concept can exist.
expression"
mind.

or

Definitions such as

"equality,"

Therefore,

"freedom of

are the construct of somebody's

So the question arises,

is the method of post¬

structuralist's

"project of erasure,

subject,

at all

compatible with feminist projects?"

1992,

46).

p.

taken

both of canon and the

One choice is to abnegate social activism,
activity that implies imposition of an opinion.

(Luke,

indeed,

any

The

alternative is to pull back from a literal embrace of post¬
structuralist thought.
I prefer the latter.
take a position,
implies a

The next conundrum is that to

such as the promotion of women's rights,

"positivity—a privileged referent—of female

subjectivity"

(Luke,

1992).

Since

theory of complete subjectivity,

I cannot commit to a

I must clarify what

believe and why I believe these ideas.
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I

My overarching

concept

is

that

refugee

support women's
many

transition is

advancement.

assumptions.

Does

an opportunity to

Embedded in this

this make me

idea are

a new version of

person with power promoting a configuration of
this

time

titled

If

wish to promote

I

confront the
this
I

"women's

same

scenario.

say to myself,

justification

skills,

have

I

scenario

Gore.

feminist

feminist

she

is

These women have

just

extreme.

flaws of

However,

fled

I will

first

aid

reasoning
Jennifer

recreates

raises

another yet

autocrat.

(Gore,

Gore

it

is

a caveat

thinking by well-meaning
another

A new set of

under the title

intervention
to

are

support—maybe

Uncritical

suggests,

for me

in Turkey.

especially pointed because

activism.

assumptions now hide

important

refugees

their empowerment."

version of the benevolent

educational

Imagine

researcher and educator,

among her colleagues.
feminists,

must

researched my concept which has

contains multiple

Her critique

aimed at

I

literacy,—and my educational

programming can assist

according to

Iraqi

can see their needs

legal

truth,"

aimed at others.

how these women need

maybe

This

"regime of

for application.

their country.
investigate

a

am working with
"I

beliefs—

equality"?

accusations

I

a

of

1992).

feminist
I

think it

clarify my own position

in

is

light of

her

challenge.
A place
process of

to begin is

empowerment

the

concept

requires
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an

of

empowerment.

"agent,"

that

is

The
someone

to empower.
enable

To empower suggests to give authority,

(Gore,

to

1992).

One misstep,

she identifies,

is when someone has an

overly optimistic view of their impact upon another.

This

impression is created by envisioning empowerment
(education)
skill,

as a one directional exchange.

the reasoning goes,

With enough

the educator can empower another

to act.
However,

this reasoning does not factor in the

limitations of the educator,
parameters.
vision,

the participant or contextual

Educators are not isolated agents with a

but instead restrained by "location in patriarchal

institutions,

historical construction of pedagogy and

social regulations"

(Gore,

1992).

The point that

empowerment is not the product of the educator dovetails
into a second hesitation raised by Gore,

the tendency to

overlook context as a factor in educational programming.
Here post-structuralism assists analysis.
To resist "master" narratives means to move to local
sites and knowledge

(Moharty,

1984).

In this case,

I would

follow the post-structuralist line of thinking very far
down its path of reasoning.

Just as it is heavy-handed to

assume Western standards for a non-Western context,
it is equally erroneous to assume Kurdish,
Iranian women refugees share needs.
individuals,

I think

Iraqi and

Every collection of

and individuals apart from their group, will

have their own politics of location.
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Categories such as

class,

ethnicity,

age or health provide a broad starting

point with which to understand a woman's educational needs.
In the refugee transition environment,
and reorder impact everyday events.

social disorder

The pedagogical

approach for empowerment cannot be lifted from a textbook.
The educator must find a balance between competing
influences—pedagogy and the contextual setting.
The necessity of context-specific analysis enfolds
with another,

highly compelling, misgiving made by Gore—

the concept of power as property.

To empower another

suggests that power can be given as a gift.

She quotes

Foucoult;
Power must be analyzed as something which
circulates, or rather as something which only
functions in the form of a chain.
It is never
localized here or there, never in anybody's
hands, never appropriated as a commodity or piece
of wealth.
(Foucoult quoted in Gore, 1992)
Foucoult's concept of power in circulation visualizes
power as dynamic,
organizations,

in motion among and between individuals,

societies.

A refugee service provider holds

power because s/he is paid by a service agency that,
turn,

exists because of refugees.

in

The refugee women

empowers a service provider by being part of the
environment which generates employment and prestige.
To imagine all actors as co—existent assists me,
service provider,

as a

to retain a degree of humility in a

situation that appears grossly lopsided in my favor.

If I

visualize that I am one of many interdependent actors in an
educational situation,

then I cannot presume a clear line
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of cause and effort in a "net-like organization."
exercise of power may,

at best,

My

assist others to exercise

their power.
Finally,

an important hesitation concerning feminist

activism is raised by Gore and many others - a lack of
reflexity on the part of the activist
1992; Harding,

1986; Mies,

1983).

(Cook,

1986;

Gore,

This circles back to the

point that empowerment is an exchange between people—a
co-experience.

Just as a tool such as a needs assessment

attempts to understand the perspective of the participants,
a similar deliberate act of assessment is necessary for an
activist.

To this means,

I write this chapter.

My formal education and privileged background has
opened up work opportunities in foreign cultures.
experience,

people like me are afforded much power.

potential for misguided action is great.

In my
The

In the least,

one's politics of location needs introspective
clarification.
I will close this chapter by detailing my "truth," or,
in other words,

perspective.

In this way,

the concept

presented within this dissertation will be placed in its
context of assumptions.
structuralists,
worthy.

Unlike literal post¬

I have a world view that I suggest is

Due to my belief in a worthy goal,

step to be a social activist for my belief.
reality is a construct.

I go the next
Granted, my

But I accept the responsibility of

naming a truth.
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The Convergence of Theoretical Influences:
Mv Perspective

Every society uses biological sex as one criteria
for describing gender, but beyond that simple
starting point, no two cultures would completely
agree on what distinguishes one gender from
another. (Wallace, 1991, p. 3)

A Micro Perspective

The premise that female gender oppression is a
universal concept is riddled with difficulties.
theoretical level,

post-structuralists,

On the

among others, would

contend that generalizations strip away analysis from the
localized level.
public roles,
(Shaaban,

For example,

some cultures attribute

and consequently superior power,

1988).

to women

These matrilineal societes contradict

patterns of gender roles that are presumed to be a norm.
Application of a universal concept tempts another type
of misreading of a cultural system.

By definition,

"power

over" implies those with and those without influence
(Krisburg,

1992).

However,

an analysis of gender roles by

Western standards could falsely isolate and name one
element in a poly-dimensional social system.

What appears

as "power over" may instead be experienced by social
members as a seamless whole of "power with."

In Judith

Ledgerwood's assessment of Cambodian culture,

"proper

behavior in observance of social roles including gender is
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looked upon as the key to stability and harmony"
(Ledgerwood,

quoted in Robinson,

1994).

An activist who works with women must premise her/his
activities by learning the subtleties of gender roles in
relation to the context
Odim,

1991).

(al Hibri,

1994; Moharty,

1984;

An assumption of gender inequality is both

heavy-handed and programmatically erroneous.
methodologies such as interviews,

Instead

active observation,

local

and academic literature review are needed to penetrate the
community member's,
Granted,

or insider's, world view.

a fundamental starting point to develop

refugee women's education is an analysis of the unique
contextual configuration.

However,

with a view of a global phenomenon,
.

a situational,

as an cultural outsider
I see a pattern:

".

.

perspectival theory of knowledge is by

definition a relational theory of knowledge which is not
the same as relativism"

(Grosz,

1988).

A Macro Perspective

Time and again,
implementing agent,
as less than men.

culture,

and the law as its

has been constructed to interpret women
On a macro analysis,

human rights

violations against women are so commonplace as to appear
"normal" or "deserved."
problem.

Data puts a frame around the

Women are approximately 50% of the adults of the

global population.

Despite their equal representation,
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they comprise 1/3 of the official labor force,
all working hours,

do 2/3 of

get 1/3 of the world income,

and own

less than 1% of the world's property (Tomasevski,
As starkly summarized at the UN Poverty Summit,

1993).

up to 70

percent of the world's 1.2 billion poor and two-thirds of
the world's illiterate are women
Monitor,

(Christian Science

1995).

Preference for male children exhibits a tangible
outcome.

One study of amniocentesis in a large Bombay

hospital found that 95.5 percent of female fetuses were
aborted

(UNIFEM,

1992).

Either by abortion following

amniocentesis or female infanticide,
male is altering.

the ratio of female to

The national Indian census recorded a

sex ratio of 934 women per 1,000 men in 1981.

By 1991,

this ratio decreased to 929 women per 1000 in 1991.

This

translates to an estimated 100 million "lost" females.
Similarly,

the population census in China has revealed a

gap in the last decade of 30 million females

(Kristof,

1991) .
There is no shortage of examples of violence against
women (UNIFEM,
*

1992):

A survey done in Santiago,

Chile indicates that 80

percent of women have suffered physical,

emotional or

sexual abuse by a male partner or relative.
*

In Bangladesh,

assassination of women by their

husbands accounts for 50 percent of all murders.
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*

Battering is the greatest single cause of injury of
women in the USA.

*

In the United States,

a woman reports a rape to the

police every five to six minutes.
*

Every minute and a half a woman is raped in South
Africa,

*

totalling 386,000 women raped each year.

According to the World Health Organization more than
80 million women have undergone sexual surgery (female
circumcision)

*

in Africa alone.

In one study of 33 circumcised Somali women,
to have extensive episiotomies
childbirth,

all had

(cutting) during

and their second stage labor was five

times longer than normal,

five of their babies died

and 21 suffered oxygen deprivation due to the long and
obstructed labor.
I use this broad stroke data to underscore a point.
As a biological group, women experience a range of abuse
solely due to their gender.

However,

isolating gender as

the overdetermining oppression conflicts with the position
of some "third world" feminists
1984;

Odim,

cultures,

1991).

(al Hibri,

1995; Moharty,

In the context of women's home

I agree that gender relations are one of several

influences that impact a woman's quality of life.
divergence of opinion occurs,

I believe,

based in the refugee context.
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The

due to my analysis

Refugee Transition: Gender is the
Overdeterminina Characteristic

Some theorist surmised that gender domination is the
primary oppression because the first psychological model of
oppression was human division of labor by gender (Harding,
1986).

This theory envisions man/woman relationship

patterns in the first human environments.
transition refugee context,
In my experience,

In the

I see a theoretical parallel.

the transition refugee environment

is an example of elemental humanity.

The individual or

family group is worn down to actions for survival.
Stripped of homeland orientation and inherent social
patterns,

the previous identity,

such as job status or

social hierarchy,

has been lost as a reference point.

The

biological being,

remains as an identity arguably inde¬

pendent from cultural context.
In the crisis environment outside the homeland,

I

suggest that other layers of women's determining
characteristics—class,

economic domination,

race for

example—have diminished in relation to gender.

Refugee

women are recognized as especially vulnerable due to their
biological being.

As outlined in Chapter II,

their gender-

specific needs during pregnancy and motherhood or the
susceptibility to sexual aggression are greatly exaggerated
when in flight.

For these reasons,

I take the position

that gender oppression is the overdetermining oppression in
this specific context.
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This is my "truth."

In reality,

however,

cultural

"insiders" may disagree with any educational programming
for women.

Cultural mores,

carried in the minds of the

refugee, may still construct women in a subordinate social
position.
themselves,

Husbands,

community elders,

can reimpose limitations.

or the women
The application of

this concept through an educational program may conflict
with some community members' belief of right and wrong.
It is very easy to back away from activism.
argument goes,

"outsiders" cannot possibly understand the

nuances of a culture.
intervene?

As the

And who are we to judge,

let alone

If all people have "truths", why is one more

valid than another?
In this case,

I will take the less safe position.

agree with the statement,

"cultural relativism does not

translate into moral relativism"

(Thompson,

data of gender oppression makes one point.

1992).

Global

Additionally,

too often what presents itself as "culture" is,
historical patriarchy.

in fact,

Historians have documented early

periods of gender equality followed by a long period of
retrogression and then again efforts to regain lost
equality (Tomasevski,

1993).

At what point in time does

"culture" become fixated?
Social activists tackle inequalities in class and
race.

Yet too often,

"traditional."

I

gender relations are sanctified as

Educational programs to combat gender

inequality is accused as diverting attention from class
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struggle

(Mehta,

1991; Wallace,

cultural/religious integrity

1991),

(Zakaria,

or interfering with
1988).

It can be seen as tampering if support is given
thoughtlessly, leading to needless conflict which
people are not prepared for . . . it's time to
bury this bogey of tampering with culture.
(Mehta, 1991, p. 288)

A Strategy for Unified Social Action

The debate goes on to find a balanced view between the
(myriad of)

insiders' perspective and the

outsiders' perspectives.

(multi-voiced)

I don't presume to present an

answer for every transitional refugee situation.

However,

I have my own internal guidelines.
Foremost,

I am skeptical about subordinate roles

ascribed to women.

I look through this veil of suspicion

at social interactions both within and outside of my own
culture.

This said,

I acknowledge that people,

practices

and knowledge exist in relation to the "net-like
organization" of a social system.

Refugee women will have

their own perspective of "oppression."

However,

There is nothing incompatible about speaking from
and of historical locations of difference and
joining those collective subversions . . .
(Luke, 1992 p. 47)
Women's experiences and qualities of liberation vary
vastly.
method,

My stance of interaction is not to claim one
one approach,

one language of critique.

feminist educator/activist,

such as myself,

woman share a "common context of struggle"
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Instead,

and a refugee
(Moharty 1984),

a

"points of affinity"
quality of life.

(Luke,

1992),

in support of women's

These commonalities,

justify feminist activism.
universally united,

in my opinion,

When contextually informed and

sisterhood is global.
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CHAPTER

IV

REFUGEE TRANSITION:
A PROPOSED MODEL AND CASE FOR TRANSITION AS AN EDUCATIONAL
OPPORTUNITY TO SUPPORT THE ADVANCEMENT OF WOMEN

My field work in Turkey,
environment,

reflected upon in an academic

has crystallized a concept in my mind concern¬

ing education for refugee women.
observations,

The convergence of my

literature review and collegial discussion

suggests that refugee transition offers a rare chance to
promote women's human rights.

Three factors build together

to develop this position.
Today,

in 1995,

approximately 44 million people are

refugees or displaced people—more than one in every 130
inhabitants of the globe.
children

Of this,

(Women's Commission,

80% are women and

1993).

Most of these people in flight originate from a
"developing"

country

(World Refugee Survey,

1994).

By

using access to education as an indicator of ineguality,
global overview shows
and boys and
educational

(2)

(1)

a

a gross disparity between girls

a geographical correspondence between

inequality and refugee migration.

The first

factor in my position is that a typical refugee will be
female with a history of unequal access to educational
opportunities.
The second factor is my field observation,
literature documentation,

and

that refugee transition creates

an amorphous life experience.
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During the phases of refugee

transition,

social roles become fluid,

survival rather than tradition.
environment,

shaped by forces of

In this "in-between"

previous boundaries of gender roles dissolve

into human acts of efficiency,
Limited,

yet compelling,

pragmatism and strength.
research indicates that women

demonstrate equal or superior coping abilities during the
refugee experience.
authority,

Women who may traditionally defer

instead assume the role of personal or family

leadership.

The third factor which builds my position is

that during the life experience of refugee transition women
cross traditional gender roles.
For these reason,

I propose that refugee transition is

a window of opportunity to address women's rights.
strategy of intervention is simple.

The

If service providers

forthrightly intend to challenge gender inequity,

they can

offer educational programming that provides options for
women to extend beyond previously believed limitations.
But the first,
emotionally,

fundamental step is to intellectually,

prioritize women's rights.

To this end,

and
I

propose a concept that asks the service provider to
perceive refugee transition as a favorable,
important,

learning environment for women.
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potentially

Factor One:
A Typical Refugee is a Female
With a History of Unequal Access to Education

Through education,

people not only read and write

grocery lists or campaign slogans,

but communicate with

each other "to symbolically transform reality"
1994).

(Bhola,

Literacy rates tell a stark tale of the silenced

woman.
Globally,

a "huge historical deficit of literacy"

remains among today's adult women.

In 1970,

there were an

estimated 543 million illiterate women and 348 million
illiterate men.

In 1985,

the estimate of illiterates was

placed at 597 million women and 352 million men—a four
million increase for men and 54 million increase for women
(United Nations,

1991c).

In South Asia,
lowest at 32.2%.

the literacy rate for women is the

Similarly,

the percentages of literate

women are low in Sub-Saharan Africa (36%)
States

(38%).

and the Arab

Women's literacy in East Asia is estimated

at 66.4% and in Latin American and the Caribbean at 83%
(Limage,

1994).

Figure 2 summarizes the regions of the world with
greatest female illiteracy.

Gaps between men and women are

most pronounced in Sub-Saharan Africa,
Southern Asia

(Figure 3).

Northern Africa and

The data also demonstrates the

literacy gap among female urban and rural populations,
origin of most refugee migration (Figure 4).
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the

Latin America and Caribbean

Northern Africa and
western Asia *

Eastern and
south-eastern Asia

Note: Based on total population of
women aged 25 years and over in
each region.
Source: Prepared by the Statistical
Office of the United Nations
Secretariat from UNESCO and
Statistical Office databases.
a

b

Figure 2

Includes Somalia and
Mauritania; excludes Cyprus,
Israel and Turkey,
Includes Sudan; excludes
South Africa.

Illiterate Women 25 and Over,
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Latin America and Caribbean
Sub-Saharan Africa *
Northern Africa and western Asia *
Eastern and south-eastern Asia
Southern Asia

Illiterates aged 20-24,

100

(%)

100

lZD Urban
A
B
C
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Africa
Latin America and Caribbean
Asia and Pacific

Note Averages basec or a limited number of countries in each region for
census years around 1380
Sources Prepared by me Statistical Office of me United Nations Secretariat
from UNESCO and Statistical Office databases

Figure 4

Illiterate Women aged 15-24,
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1980

(%)

In reference to my theoretical concept,

it is

important to highlight the geographical overlap between
refugee migration and women's restricted access to
education.

The regions of greatest refugee flow are the

Middle East

(5,586,850),

(2,740,300)

(World Refugee Survey,

not surprising,

Africa (5,698,450)

still noteworthy,

1993).

and Asia
It is perhaps

that Asia,

Africa and the

Middle East share the acute problem of women's illiteracy
as well as refugee turmoil.

Inequalities Reproduced in Refugee Transition

The refugee alone,
carries her culture.
place of asylum,

in a family unit or en masse,

When she or her group gathers in a

"the attitudes,

the habits,

the loves and

the hates of the societies will be reproduced"
(Kirkpatrick,

1985).

In one example,

first grade enrollment ratio of male

to female in the Thai border camps for Cambodian refugees
in the early 1990s was approximately equal.
grade,

By the fifth

the enrollment ratio skewed 9:1 in favor of males

(Dykstra,

1992).

Likewise,

the Hmong refugee camps report¬

edly had an equal ratio at grade one and altered to a 6:1
ratio of male to female by grade six
1991a).

(Women's Commission,

In one Pakistan camp of Afghani refugees,

25,000 students enrolled in school,
1985) .
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165 were girls

of the
(Rafiq,

For the service provider,
a refugee camp in the Sudan,
and girls'

the data become people.

In

the disparity between boys'

education was vivid (see Table 1)

(Harrell-Bond,

1986) .

Table 1
Disparity Between Boys'

and Girls' Education

male

female
number

%

no education
4 years or less
5-9 years
10 years plus

25.4
26.0
41.2
7.4

599
612
968
175

number

%

1,49
382
313
37

67.0
17.2
14.1
1.7

Service providers working with Mozambican refugee in
Malawi recommended community-based literacy classes for
"women and girls who have missed the chance for formal
education" especially in support of the long-term goal to
strengthen refugee self-sufficiency (Segal,

1991).

Impact of Women's Education

Literacy Issues
Family Well-Being.

Numerous studies contribute to the

belief that educated women,

as citizens,

choices that benefit a society.

as mothers, make

Women are seen as the

creator of the learning and health environment of the home.
A literacy study in rural Iran assessed,
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It is in the home that attitudes are fixed, ways
of life established and traditions continued.
The education of women, then is central to
development. (Heshemi, 1966 cited in Street,
1991)
Data indicate a positive correspondence between years
of a woman's education and beneficial choices for her
family.

For example,

research from diverse countries show

a positive correspondence between female education and
child immunization,
child survival

(UNICEF,

(Cochrane,

1992)

1982,

and female education and

UNICEF,

1992).

Surveys

confirm that a parent's education contributes to knowledge
and use of child spacing practices and desire for smaller
families.

A woman with secondary level education is four

times as likely to use a child spacing method than other
women.

(UNICEF,

1992)

Additionally,

the single most

important variable in the educational achievement of
children is the level of education of the primary caregiver
(Stromquist,

1991).

A review of ten countries,
significant refugee populations,

six of which have
show that the more educa¬

tion women have the more likely they have smaller families
(Christian Science Monitor,

1992).

A refugee mother's

ability to plan the spacing and number of her children's
births effects her children's survivability and quality of
life.

Research from Malawi, where refugees from Mozambique

form 11 percent of the total country's population, women's
education is viewed as key to cope with the stress on
resources

(Segal,

1991).
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Social Participation.
sphere of the family,

In contrast to the personal

access to education benefits a

woman's macro environment as well.
byproduct literacy,
interaction.

One,

Education,

and its

opens up two spheres of social
to read and write is increasingly

necessary to operate in today's all pervading print
culture.

Communities which rely upon an oral tradition are

"gone forever and to be illiterate or semi-literate is to
be,

by definition,
Two,

disadvantaged"

as a tool of activism,

avenue to challenge inequity.

(Bhola,

1994).

literacy provides an

Prominent social activists

look to literacy education as a vehicle to present an
methodology and ideology of social change.

Literacy as a

methodology can develop skills to analyze,

articulate and

organize

(Bhasin,

1984;

Freire,

ideology for social change,

1971; Tandon,

1985).

As an

literacy contributes by helping

the reader "imagine alternative scenarios"

(Bhola,

1994).

"Literacy may be one of the very few alternatives left to
those seeking to facilitate gender transformation"
(Stromquist,

1991,

p.

30).

In summary, most of the world's refugees are female
and most travel from a developing country.

A review of the

data and refugee migration demonstrates a marked overlap
between low literacy rates and refugee flow.
reason,

For these

the first factor of my theoretical concept is that

a typical refugee will be a female with a history of
educational inequality.
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Factor Two:
Refugee Transition—Norms in Flux

The development of the concept that refugee transition
can support women's advancement depends on a second factor
—in times of greatest social disruption,
cultural norms are in flux.

traditional

The refugee experience forces

women and men and children to respond to immediate life
skill requirements.

This raises the potential that women's

and men's roles will shape in response to the necessities
of survival.

Transition and Social Change

For the reader of history,

it is easy to imagine the

loss to an individual when traumatic transition severs the
patterns of everyday life.
Zolberg,

Migration historian, Aristide

looks at the phenomenon of refugees from another

perspective.

In the macro view,

he states,

movement is a by-product of social change.

refugee
He cautions

against an instinctive reaction to "fix" a situation to
spare the suffering of refugees.

"To stifle change may

freeze a repressive social order or contribute to systemic
social inequities

(Zolberg,

In Zolberg's view,

1989 p.

262).

violent change in society may be a

necessary path toward a more just social order.
to change,

Resistance

or an uncritical stress on law and order,

can

legitimize repressive and socially reactionary situations.
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Refugees,

he continues, may be the most humane form of

adjustment

(Zolberg,

1989).

Other researchers assess social change as a positive
force on the micro,

or individual level.

The "rupture of

normalcy" may be the precondition for greater growth of the
self and/or community (Tiryakian,

1980).

Whether the

community members perceive benefit or not,

the results are

that "new ways must be adopted to survive"

(Hoshino,

1985).

A Classical Model of Role Change

A theoretical model of role change in transition was
proposed by Arnold van Gennep who studied cultural
ceremonies during rites of passage

(van Gennep,

1960).

He

suggested that during a "life crisis" such as puberty,
marriage,

birth of a child,

etc.,

an individual will

experience three predictable phases—separation,
and incorporation.
"liminal" being,
threshold),

transition

After the life transition experience,

("limen"

from the Latin word for

emerges as a new,

moment of crossing the real,

changed person.
or mental,

From the

frontier,

characteristics of the individual will differ from her/his
original make-up

(Tabori,

1972; Turner,

1969).

Liminal entities are neither here nor there: they
are betwixt and between the positions assigned
and arranged by law, custom, convention and
ceremony. (Turner, 1969, p. 95)
van Gennep's model of transition provides a crosscultural exploration of personality changes that occur in
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a

an individual during life transitions.
been applied, with modification,
(Golub,

1979;

Ledgerwood,

This concept has

to the refugee experience

1990; Nowak,

1984).

in transition is also "betwixt and between."
flux,

a free fall into the unknown.

The refugee
All is in

Researchers suggest

that refugee women and men "are divorced from their past
which break old patterns of behavior"

(Bousguet,

1987).

Likewise,

there is a "reduction of cultural inventory"

(Scudder,

1982),

irrelevant"

"customs and traditions may seem

(Bonnerjea,

1985),

and displacement creates a

"dissolution of family systems,
(Roe,

especially gender roles"

1992).
In my theoretical concept,

I also stress passage

through a life crisis as role altering.
the theories are dissimilar.

A critical,

Past this point,
and unigue,

factor in my concept is the subdivision of the refugee
experience into phases.
impact upon gender roles.

Different phases have varying
I propose that the degree of

disruption of the community has a positive correspondence
to the degree of fluidity of women's roles.

The importance

for my theoretical concept is that these times of greatest
flux offers the most opportunity for innovative educational
programming for women.
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A Proposed Model of Refugee Transition

A clear conceptualization of the time period of
refugee transition is key to understanding this proposal
for human rights intervention.

I define transition as the

process of cultural destabilization associated with the
refugee experience.

Figure 2 compares the traditional

model of the phases of refugee transition with my proposed
model of refugee transition.

The new model indicates times

of greatest destabilization in several phases.
in my view,

The phases,

represent the times of most significant role

reformulation for women refugees.
The model is designed to be read from left to right,
corresponding with the passage of time in the refugee
experience.

First, when a community has been seriously

disrupted due to social or environmental pressures,
community members are reacting to this disruption,
this phase as "Initial Transition."

After leaving

the refugee can experience varying lengths of

time before a permanent living solution is found.
period is referred to in the literature as flight.
designate three time phases during this time,
varying impact on women's roles.
"Early,"

I name

In the literature,

this time is referred to as pre-migration.
the homeland,

and

I

each with a

I call these periods

"Mid," and "Late Transition."
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This

/

Figure A.
Traditional Model and Proposed Model
of Refugee Transition Compared

time

time.

Figure 5

Traditional Model and Proposed Model of Refugee
Transition Compared
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Once the refugee has been settled into a permanent
situation,

I see a time of transition,

reformulation,

and role

during the first stages of orientation to

the environment.

This latest phase of transition,

"Trans-Settlement."

I call

The literature groups this entire

post-flight experience under headings such as resettlement
or repatriation.
This model is important because it provides
visualization for the idea that traditional gender norms
are impacted during the times of the highest degree of
community and/or personal disruption.
the following research,

As will be shown in

during these times women's roles

are most in flux.

Factor Three:
Women Cross Gender Roles

Three factors build together to develop this
theoretical concept.

The first is that the majority of

refugees will be female with a likelihood of educational
inequity in their home environment.

The second factor is

that in times of greatest disruption during the refugee
experience,

social norms are most in flux.

this poses a question.
roles affected?

To my mind,

How are women's traditional gender

The literature and my own field experience

document that women cross traditional gender roles.
The research presented in this section suggests an
answer.

As will be seen however,
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the research is

infrequently analyzed by gender roles,
larger discussion,

per se.

Before the

it is useful to define terms.

Roles

In social systems,
environment,

like the refugee's home

roles of community members join together.

Children are raised,
To whatever degree,

homes are maintained, money is earned
roles complement to produce the

necessities of life.
Roles are socially defined through the normative
expectations of society about the
responsibilities, prerogatives and boundaries of
a set of functions performed by individuals in
social systems. (Freid, 1980, p. 75)
Social unrest disrupts the social system.
community member,

The

becoming a displaced person or refugee,

is dislodged from her/his community context.

Traditional

female and male roles that are part of a holistic,

stable

community are jarred in an environment of turmoil.
Major stressors have been identified as having a
significant impact on people's ability to carry on their
known roles.
poverty,
and

(4)

(2)

Notably,

conditions such as

chronic illness,

(3)

(1)

severe

racial discrimination,

long-term restrictions of functioning are

recognized

(Freid,

1980).

Importantly,

all of these

conditions can be present in the refugee experience.
To imagine the depth of the impact upon a refugee,
is useful to delineate the larger concept of role.
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it

Catego

ries of roles are hypothesized in a hierarchial fashion.
Stress reactions generally occur at the lower levels of
role category first and then incorporate higher levels as
the stress increases

(Freid,

1980).

From less to more

hierarchial:
Role Activities - concrete and discrete decisions and
tasks that people perform (ex.

carry water)

Role Functions - fulfillment of basic needs and in¬
volves minimum social participation and allows
individual interpretation (ex.

prepare food)

Role Relationships - among individuals who are role
partners,

(husband and wife,

societal microcosm (ex.

colleagues),

and is a

home management)

Role Array - all other roles and implied relationship
and transition between small and large social systems
(ex.

community membership)

In terms of the impact on refugee women and men's
roles in refugee transition,
significantly.

role relationship figures in

The influence of one member of a role

relationship is recognized to markedly affect the other
member's role concept and behavior.
In the refugee context, members of a woman's role
relationship interact and revise their roles under the
duress of stressful conditions.
functions reduces or fails,

If one member's role

then a burden shifts to another

member of the role relationship.
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Others supplement the

functions

(Freid,

1980).

For example,

husband is unable to provide income,
role function,

if the refugee

as in his previous

then pressure falls onto a member in his

role relationship.
Women's role changes throughout the refugee experience
are recently being documented in research.

Typically,

research will focus on a different subject and make passing
reference to women's and men's role activities,
relationships or array.

In my reading,

this research suggests a pattern.

a compilation of

When the research is

segregated by the phases of refugee transition,
identified on the model,

functions,

as

the pattern is more pronounced.

This pattern constitutes the third factor of my theoretical
concept—during refugee transition, women assume nontraditional gender roles.

Role Change During the Phases of Refugee Transition

A social activist who identifies inequities in a
woman's home environment must first assess the roles
interwoven within a community.

In contrast,

the activist

who works with women in the transitional refugee
environment assesses a new configuration.

Attitudes and

norms will be emotionally and intellectually carried with
the refugee,
atypical,

but the transitional environment places

and often extreme,

demands on an individual.

;

essence,

the refugee shifts to actions for survival.
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In

Known parameters, norms and expectations often
become replaced with adaptations quite alien to
past cultural and social values.
This is
particularly so in regards to gender roles. (Roe,
1992, pp. 93-94)
Survival (of the Palestinians) dictated a chang¬
ing attitude toward activism of women in general.
(Giacaman, 1990. p. 131)

The literature which refers to gender roles broadly
defines,

or eludes,

to the time in the refugee experience

at which the research occurs.

The separation that follows

is based on comments by the researcher that assists me to
place the research data along the refugee continuum.
times,

At

I separate a single research document into several

phases,

as is the case with research by Sayigh (1986),

(1992),

Eastmond (1993),

and Yee

(1992).

Roe

My placement of

the research at a point in the refugee experience is
inexact.

In doing so however,

I do not feel the placement

inaccurately represents the data.

Role Change During Initial Transition

The literature that narrates stories of women from
different locations during the time of Initial Transition
is remarkably similar.

The documentation of Mrs.

story in Vietnam serves as an example

(Ranard,

1989).

Prior to the communist victory in 1975, Mrs.
a privileged army captain's wife.

Hoang's

Haong was

She wasn't employed,

"to

do so would give an impression her husband couldn't provide
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for the family."

Staff managed the home and raised the

children.
Shortly after 1975, Mrs.
reeducation camp.

Haong's husband was sent to a

From 1975-1979, Mrs.

all roles of the household.
children by selling food,
streets of Saigon.

Haong had to assume

She supported her four

fabrics and medicines in the

The last part of this woman's story is

the consistent parallel with women in Initial Transition
from other cultural context.

Due to social unrest,

husband's public role functions are lost.
the role theory,

the

As suggested in

the wife must alter her role to fill the

void.
Other context make the same point.

In Chile, men were

imprisoned and "women had to fend for themselves by
assuming economic responsibilities"

(Eastmond,

1993).

In

the Philippines, while the men were in the hills hiding
from soldiers, women became the "protector, breadwinner and
caregiver"

(Roe,

1992).

Also, Vietnamese women provided

for the economic well-being of their families while their
husbands were fighting in the war (Yee,
Initial Transition,

or the first forced alteration in

a woman's traditional lifestyle,
alien choices.

1992).

begins difficult,

often

At this time of first role disruption,

the

activist/educator may identify women with extreme needs,
and strengths.

This offers a first opportunity to

intervene with educational programs to support women's
advancement.
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Role Change During Early Transition

In the first phase of leaving the home environment,
Urgent needs must be a first priority, but to the
extent possible assistance should be given a
development orientation from the onset. (UNHCR,
1983, p. 5)
For refugee women and men,

the time of Early Transition,

away from the home environment,
reconfiguration of the known.

is a radical
Limited research offers a

window on this time period.
The research concerning the Palestinians and their
upheaval provides some of the richest source of
information.

One lengthy study notes that the "uprooting

(to Lebanon) began a series of changes in women's work"
(Sayigh,

1986).

A similar theme appears again.

Due to the

husband's unemployment or illness, women are compelled to
work outside of the home.

The researchers note that this

out-of-home work never challenged "marriage and child¬
bearing as woman's primary goal."
Eve Hall draws upon her lifelong work in refugee
assistance in

several African countries.

She reflects

that the refugee experience is a totally new situation and
that "cultural norms are altered,
(Hall,

1988,

at least temporarily"

emphasis mine).

There is a need to recognize that refugee and
displaced women are people who have been uprooted
from their traditional past.
They are constantly
faced with change and easily adapt to it.
The
majority are forced
to take on non-traditional
roles as heads of households. (Hall, 1988, p. 13)
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In her observation, women transfer their skills in food
processing and preservation and,

in conjunction,

experience

more authority in money management and family decision¬
making.

In contrast, men's status weakens because they no

longer support the family or make financial decisions.
Again,

these observations align with the role theory in

which the reduction of a partner's role function promotes a
shift in the other partner's functions to compensate.

Role Change During Mid Transition

The research that I place in the time phase of Mid
Transition is principally based in refugee camp situations.
A body of research focuses on time periods of refugee
flight,

though not referring to camp entry or exiting.

this reason,

For

I place the research observations in Mid

Transition.
Hitchcock (1993)

echoes a now familiar theme about

men's and women's roles.

In the long course of time in the

camp context, women rely upon familiar occupations of
childcare,

cleaning and clothing care.

The refugee women

themselves identified that the "root problem" was the
under-occupation of the men.

Devoid of their public roles,

they experience a total loss of role as decision-maker and
provider for the family.
A report of Mozambigue refugees paints a complex
picture of women's gains and losses.
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Traditionally, men

are the decision-makers and occupy positions of power.
They build the houses,
work.

plough fields and do outside paid

In the exile context of Malawi,

responsibilities disappeared.
increased.

these

Women's responsibilities

The birth rate was high in the refugee camp.

Women's role as homemaker filled her day with child care,
water and fuel collection and food preparation.
Researchers note that men displayed a "lack of purpose,
reduced self-esteem and a tendency towards wife-beating and
other violence."

The women were energetic and "emerge as

the symbols of continuity"

(Refugees,

1990).

Summarizing several camp experiences,

Roe observed

that camp situations provide a "short-term adaptive
advantage for women"

(Roe,

1992).

Closed refugee camps are

typically dependent on outside aid for living support.

He

cites an example of Nicaraguans refugees in Honduras and in
El Salvador.

Here too, men had little access to

traditional adult male roles and,

conseguently, were idle.

Women continued food preparation,

housekeeping and child

rearing with associated mental activity and income
generation.

Here too,

the same trend appears—in refugee

camps with the Vietnamese
1990),

the Laotians

(Long,

(Ye-Chin,
1988),

1986).
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1980 cited in Williams,

and the Khmer (Reynell,

Role Change During Late Transition

The concept presented here which focuses upon refugee
women's roles changes is especially notable in the most
fluid times of community.

However, when a community of

refugees from the same culture has begun stabilization,
even in transition,
again formed.

then familiar traditional norms are

For this reason,

the research which looks at

time periods which I call Late Transition presents a mixed
message about women's role choices.
The Afghani refugee community who resided in Pakistan
for more than fifteen years is an example of one of the
most protracted refugee settlements.

This situation

represents how a cultural community reforms,

and even

increases women's limitations.
In Afghanistan, women's traditional social system of
Purdah includes a community of women companions and family
members.

In the refugee environment which is comprised of

strangers,
women.

men increased surveillance and control of their

In this context,

the refugee camp situation

restricted woman's movement and separated her from her
traditional social network (Vemmelund,

1988).

Females were

confined to the low light and poorly ventilated tents
possibly accounting for the high incidence of tuberculosis
(Krummel,

n.d.).

In contrast,

expanded choices for refugee women in

communities of Late Transition are also documented.
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Angolan women and men refugees who fled into Zambia were
received differently by the community.

In Zambian culture,

men from Angola are distrusted due to assumptions they
practice sorcery.

Conversely,

older women from Angola are

associated with curative powers and honored for these prac¬
tices.

If Angolan men wish to marry a Zambian woman,

must produce sufficient bridewealth.
acceptance,

they

Angolan women receive

even encouragement to divorce Angolan men for

wealthier Zambian men.

For the Angolan woman,

refugee expanded her options

(Spring,

becoming a

1982).

Wives are entering villages all the time and
whether or not they are refugees, they are
newcomers and welcomed and outfitted. (Spring,
1982, p. 41)
In other research, with Palestinians,

long-term

destabilization while still in the homeland had the
consequences of pushing women into politicized situations.
"Stretched" roles evolved for ordinary Palestinian women
over more than 70 years of conflict.

"(T)heir roles,

perhaps the functions of the family itself,

and

have stretched
A

accordingly"

(Sayigh,

1986).

Prolonged social disruption

legitimized more public and active roles for women—"as
militant,

martyr, worker,

cadre and prisoner."

With so many (Palestinian) men under detention,
women have been propelled into new political
roles and have often replaced the lost cadre.
(Giacaman, 1990)
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Role Change During Trans-Settlement

Adjusting to life after the flight experience
continues to call upon high adaptability skills of the
refugee.

Some refugees repatriate back into their

homeland,

as is the case in Cambodia,

Afghanistan.
asylum,

Angola or

Others settle into their country of first

such as Kurdish Iraqi's in Iran.

Still others go

to a resettlement country with similarity to the home
culture

(Bosnians in Germany),

or wide cultural divergence

(Hmong hill tribes in U.S).
The life stress of a lengthy and extensive change,

as

experienced in refugee transition, will elicit different
responses from different personalities.

A review of the

literature,

this time concerning the phase of Trans-

Settlement,

again presents provocative issues to consider.

An extensive study was done with Punjabi refugees who
had settled in India (Keller,

1975).

The study summarized

three attitudinal characteristics present in this refugee
community—a heightened sense of invulnerability,

the

willingness to take risks and a belief that change is good.
Though not segregated by gender,

this study offers a

portrait of people who have experience radical life change.
We've been through so much, what more can happen
to us?
No one can do anything to us that can be
more terrible than has already occurred.
Why
should we be afraid?
(Keller, 1975, p. 84)
According to Keller,

a sense of invulnerability manifests

as a heightened willingness to veer from tradition.
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When

questioned if a

"new and useful way of working" would be

tried even though different from tradition,
overwhelmingly agreed.
"highly significant"

refugees

A statistical analysis indicated a

trend that non-refugee in the same

community would be more cautious.
The implications for my theoretical concept is that,
in the case of the Punjabi's in a community in India,
social upheaval was used as a constructive force.
Refugees,

"in every case," were more willing to try new

approaches.

As exemplified in Table 2,

refugees after

their flight experience became receptive to a

pragmatic

redefinition of social norms.
During Initial Transition,
and Trans-settlement,

Early,

Mid,

Late Transition

numerous examples reinforce the idea

that women adapt to refugee transition by revising their
roles according to the circumstances.

Educational planners

can intervene during these experiences to support women in
their new,

expanded roles.

However,

additional information

about women also can be read in the research literature.
Not only do women alter their activities in response to the
situation,

but their male partners often fail to adapt when

women succeed.
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Table 2
Attitudes towards Change

Percent
Item_Replying
1.

People who want to do things in new
ways forget that this may bring about
even worse conditions (disagree)65.6
2.

(a)

(b)

3.

(a)

4.

(a)

That which is already known is
better than that which will come
to be known
OR
If society is to progress newer
solutions to problems are
essential ("b" responses)

84.0

Modern problems require modern
approaches
OR
(b)
The best way of life is to walk
in the paths of our fathers ("a"
responses)65.2

(b)

Source:

We would be better off with less
scientific development and more
simple faith
OR
One cannot learn how to improve
things by continually referring
to the ways problems were solved
in the past ("b" responses)
71.9
_(N=125)

Keller,

S.

|

(1975)

Women Adjust Better than Men
Purina Refugee Transition

In the transitional refugee context,
are assessed as less adaptive then women.

increasingly men
An UNHCR analyst

concludes that men with children show a poor family
survival

rate while women—headed families display a

"remarkable ability to survive as a unit"
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(Johnsson,

1988).

Other studies identify the woman as the principal
stabilizing force of the refugee family (Allmen,
Gold,

1990; Healy,

1981).

1991; Muir,

If such a pattern is,

1984; UNHCR,
in fact,

1987;

1981; Walter,

a trend,

the next

step is to uncover the reasons for the varied adjustment.
It is in the research on Trans-Settlement that the most
extensive discussion occurs about this phenomenon.
In 1986,
Greensboro,

six months after Vietnamese arrived in

North Carolina, women had adjusted slightly

better than men.

The explanation was given as follows;

Satisfaction may be seen as a sort of
psychological thermostat serving to adjust one's
aspirations and expectations in relation to a set
of past experiences and present opportunity.
The
higher the aspirations and expectations (or
ambitions), and the greater the gap between
expectations and their fulfillment, the lower the
level of satisfaction. (Anderson, 1990, p. 7,
emphasis mine)
The underlying explanation about women's more
successful adjustment to refugee transition is due,
ironically,

to their previously limited positions.

In

contrast to their home country lifestyle, women gained
personal and social mobility in the refugee experience.
Other authors,

directly and indirectly,

same underlying cause
Eastmond,

1993; Yee,

(Anderson,

1990;

have mentioned the
Ben-Porath,

1987;

1992).

Dr. Marlinda Freire's research with Latin American
refugees resettled in Canada presents a thorough assessment
of how women "gain" during the refugee experience
1993).

(Freire,

The premise laid out has universal qualities:
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(1)

Women come from disadvantaged backgrounds in
their home country,

(2)

enter into the refugee environment with a selfeffacing personality of adaptation,

(3)

contribute traditional skills of home and child
care which facilitate new country entry,

(4)

in contrast to their home environment,

and

their

lives expand in responsibility, mobility and
leadership.
The refugee,

she proposes,

assesses the old self of

who s/he was in relation to the new self of who s/he has
become.

For "healthy" refugee integration,

the individual

must have a "positive balance" upon comparison.
In the home country,

Latina women's traditional roles

were characterized by "subservience,
postponement,

sacrifice,

humility,

asexuality" with the core

commitment to provide for the well being of husband and
children.

In contrast,

Latino men led a more self-centered

life, where gender provided privileges and rights.
with high verbal skills,

high levels of education and posi¬

tions of political and public leadership,
(of Canada)
degrading."

For men

seemed "punitive,

depriving,

the new country
humiliating and

Unable to work at passed occupations,

unable

to communicate and without political connections, men
experience massive losses coupled with a downgrading of
status.

This status reversal for both women and men has
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been observed among Chilean refugees in California
(Eastmond,

1993),

and Vietnamese in the U.S.

For women in Freire's study,

(Yee,

1992).

upward mobility is an

accessible path.

Coming from restricted roles, women have

little to prove.

In the new society, women enter at the

survival level—the supermarket,
system,

doctors.

transportation,

school

In these "female" functional roles,

refugee women are forced to converse in English.

One

byproduct is that rudimentary English speaking ability
allows access to jobs,
female/male roles

further altering traditional

(Bylund,

1992;

Fox,

1988).

Once

housewives in their own country, women now earn money,
manage bank accounts, make independent decisions and
experience upward occupational mobility resulting in selfconfidence

(Eastmond,

1993;

Fox,

1988)

and increased

demands for shared responsibility and personal respect in
marriage

(Freire,

1993).

Role Change In Refugee Women's Words

Valentina da Roch Lima was one of several women who
wrote their account of being a Brazilian refugee between
1964-75

(da Roch Lima,

1984).

Her study "Women in Exile:

Becoming a Feminist" provides a perspective that the
refugee woman's experience enables her to reexamine
existing male/female norms.

da Roch Lima's writings
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describe the window of social change opportunity in the
refugee woman's experience.
da Roch Lima sees exile as an "in-between time."
lifetime of patterns have been left behind.

A

In her words,

Nothing and no one that represents family
controls the present.
He or she is no longer
under the rule of society and not yet governed by
a new social environment, (da Roch Lima, 1984)
Among da Roch Lima's acquaintances, women observed that
"the strongest person was the one who learned quickly and
was able to provide the basic things of life."
emerge as leaders during the refugee crisis,
experience of transition,
change of attitudes.

alone,

Women may

but the

does not guarantee a

da Roch Lima provides a caveat:

There is not a causal relationship between exile
and feminism.
The existence of the former does
not bring the existence of the latter.
The fact
remains, feminism was indeed a exile phenomenon
for most Brazilian women, (da Roch Lima, 1984)
The voices of other refugee women further the discussion.
I didn't really lose, I gained.
Most of what I
gained is that I feel really good about myself.
(In Vietnam) There was not much respect over
there.
I was just a daughter-in-law.
That's
nothing.
There was no future for my daughters.
(Saldana, 1992)
(Being
result.
skills
job to
family

a refugee from Cambodia) It's all good
. . . The lady can learn and get some
to work.
I have now skills and I get a
earn the money which I can support my
and pay for living on. (Green, 1994)

Women (in Guatemala) are not worth anything.
We
can't decide, can't think, we have to be under
men's hands.
(In exile) With new found
organization, all of us will be important.
(Light, 1992)
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Context - The Competing Determinant Upon Role Changes

The above discussion does not factor in context as a
primary determinant.

References to Guatemalan women's

experience coincide with those of Vietnamese and Chilean
women.

My theoretical concept is premised upon women's

biological being and her socially constructed gender roles,
as the overdetermining factor in refugee transition.
As argued previously in this dissertation,

I believe

that gender is the predominant factor influencing refugee
women's experience during the transition phases.

However,

when a society begins to reform, whether in Late Transition
as with the Afghanis or later settlement,

then multiple

factors interplay to shape the refugee's life.

I refer to

this literature because important frames of analysis are
raised concerning women and role change.
Perhaps the sharpest criticism of research concerning
women and their roles changes concerns generalizations
about "Third World" women's roles.

The error often cited

is a tendency to place women's roles along a continuum from
traditional to modernity—tradition representing the "third
world" and modernity is the West

(Morokvasic,

1983).

Tradition carries the implication of backwardness whereas
modernity is implied to be the more enlightened world view.
With this underlying assumption, women's role changes
are judged as "good" if the change is towards the Western
model.

For example,

accepting waged work is assessed as
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rejecting traditional

"non-work," and therefore liberating.

Morokvasic provides an example of a problematic definition
of modernization used to analyze women.

Modernization has

been defined as a
. . . decline of extended family relationships,
adaptation of nuclear family patterns,
fragmentation of family structure, entrance into
wage earning, mass media exposure, decline of
religious practices, increasing belief in
egalitarian opportunities for girls and boys,
adaptation of consumption behavior. (Morokvasic,
1983, p. 22)
This frame of analysis provides a reminder that role
changes are best understood by placing women in their
specific socio-cultural context both before and after
refugee flight

(Brettell,

1986; Moussa,

1993).

The

complexity of analyzing role changes for women is
illustrated by a case study of Palestinian refugees in West
Berlin (Abdulrahim,

1993).

As previously discussed,

between 1969-1982 the

Palestinian women in Lebanon had achieved expanded,
legitimized public roles.
day care,

literacy programs and technical training.

In the mid 1970s,
Germany.

They participated in the PLO,

some Palestinians were resettled in

Families were often settled in isolated locations

among poor working-class or rural communities.
refugee laws at that time,
right to work,

adults were restricted in the

change location or enroll in education.

In this case study,
provider.

Due to

men lost their traditional role of

Social benefits eliminated the necessity of any

other household member finding employment.
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The presence of

an unemployed man in the home imposed new restriction upon
women.
women,

Wives were limited in their contact with other
domestic help,

child care workers,

social service officials.
Western,

or government

In growing reaction to a

sexually liberated society,

conservative Islamic identity.

families adopted an

The "good" Palestinian

woman was what the German woman was not.
This study,

though placed in resettlement,

illustrates

how the context—both before and after refugee migration—
qualifies the assessment of a woman's role changes.
this specific case,
neighborhoods),
Germany),

class,

In

(unemployment status in poor

nationalism (Palestinian identity in

and minority status,

(Islamic Arabs),

combined to

create a convergence of influences.
Although I have taken the position that gender is the
overdetermining factor during time of greatest disruption
in transition, women's socio-cultural context must be an
ever-present reference point.

As a educator,

presume that context lacks relevance.
is subtle.

I do not

In fact,

the balance

My proposed theoretical concept views refugee

women in times of greatest disruption with gender as a core
identity.

Surrounding the sex/gender identity is a mesh of

her cultural context.
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A Potential for Women's Advancement

My proposal is that refugee transition is an opening.
Most refugees are women and their dependents.

Of these,

predictably the women and girls will have a personal
history of restricted educational rights.

In the

tumultuous environment of refugee transition,

rigid social

norms become inapplicable out of the necessity of survival.
Women,

by skill or temperament,

personal or family leadership,

often assume positions of
thereby exposing a

contradiction of traditional gender roles.
This combination of factors creates an educational
opportunity during an unusual moment in time.

The

opportunity is tempered by the unigueness of each women and
her situation.

Life change stress,

Fried observes, may

induce new levels of achievement or new levels of
pathology.

Two researchers who work with refugee women

acknowledge the contradiction.

"It is difficult,

if not

impossible to predict which women will or will not work
towards their own empowerment"
"inner strength is personal,
(Hoshino,

(Krummel,

n.d.).

Further,

for some it never comes"

1985).

This theoretical concept is not meant to be a
simplistic answer to women's program development,
women's emancipation.
world's population,

Yet in 1995, women,

or

as half of the

face routine affronts to their human
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rights.

I propose that any framework that weakens this

prevalent injustice is worth consideration.
In the following chapter,

I will apply this

theoretical concept to my own work in Turkey during 198689.

In this way,

real context.

the "ideal" will be measured against a

At least in one situation,

refugees in Turkey,

the Iranian

support for and/or contradiction with

this proposal will be surfaced.
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CHAPTER

V

A TEST OF THE THEORETICAL CONCEPT:
CASE STUDY OF IRANIAN REFUGEES IN TURKEY

In 1979,

Iran experienced a revolution.

The

"stunning" success of this revolution propelled Islamic
fundamentalism as a political force onto the world stage.
A Muslim cleric. Ayatollah Khomeini,

deposed the Shah of

Iran who had been on a path of Westernization.

Khomeini

presented a governing philosophy to be reckoned with by
local and international governments
To many Iranian citizens,

(Menashri,

1990).

the revolution meant the

beginning of a vision - to launch an ideological crusade of
Islam throughout the world.

To others,

Khomeini's

interpretation of Islam meant restricted or lost freedoms
of religion,

of travel,

of employment,

Western influences were vigorously,
purged.

of study,

of dress.

at times cruelly,

As the true extent of Khomeini's revolution was

realized,

some Iranians believed their society to be

unlivable,

as well as threatening.

They left Iran as

refugees.
On September 22,
next eight years,

1980,

Iraq invaded Iran.

For the

the countries fought the longest

conventional war of the century,

and one of the costliest

in human life - nearly 400,000 people killed and 800,000
injured (Hiro,
their sons,

1990).

Families were asked to sacrifice

and men/boys were asked for their lives.
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Two compelling,
citizens.

world-scale events now pressed upon Iranian

Some were displaced from the war zone.

fled as future draftees in the war.

Others fled Islamic

fundamentalism and its feverish implementation.
people who hoped for refugee status,

Some

For these

Turkey provided a

footbridge to Western asylum countries.

Refugee Social

I

Services,

Istanbul Turkey,

1986-89

arrived in Istanbul on the 6:30am train.

next three years

I met and talked and worked with people

who had left their homelands.
refugee and asylum seekers.
Charbarsk,

For the

Moni-Hanem,

The term for them was
I

knew them as Ali Reza,

Mr.

Rita and the other vivid

personalities fighting to redefine their lives.
I was included in the daily life of many refugee
people.

I met courageous men and women and children.

my work role,

I

In

spent time with these people struggling

with problems of housing,

safety,

income and travel into

the unknown beyond Turkey.
In this three year period,

I noticed the pattern which

was to mature into this theoretical

concept.

I became

aware that many of the women travellers had significantly
more physical and emotional
refugees.
Yet

I

strains than the other

never met a male refugee alone with children.

I met many women who headed families and performed the

role of nurturer,

provider and protector.
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I met males and

females who had been physically abused,
including women in family groups,

but only women,

spoke of sexual violence.

I met single men and women travelling alone.

Some women

bought food and shelter with sexual currency.
The personalities of these people affected me deeply.
They were not cohorts or percentages,
program administrator,
Figure 6,

but in my role as

I needed to summarize information.

"Summary of Refugee Social Services," is

presented in its original form as written as a project
report in 1988.

The intent is to provide both content and

context for the case study as well as for application of
the theoretical concept.
In 1988,
rooting.

the seeds of this theoretical concept were

At that time,

I commented upon role change for

women with passing reference.

I had no way of knowing that

an initial observation would persistently build in my mind.
The accumulation of three years of observation/partici¬
pation,

refined in four years of academic reflection,

formed an idea.
Who were the main figures that contributed their
thoughts and actions to my synthesis?
studies of seven women.

Below are the case

Their commonality is a willfulness

to live for years in Turkey under duress and uncertainty.
Beyond this core characteristic,
people.
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they are very different

March 15,
A.

1988

Summary of Refugee Social Services

The visit of the World Council of Churches in Istanbul this
week gives an opportune time to summarize the results of this
social service program to date.
I will first outline the types of
people that we speak with followed by statistics for January and
February and then a list of expenditures for these same months.
In preparation for a recent talk I gave to the American Women
of Istanbul, I estimated the following; of the people we see in and
out of the office, 5% are boys travelling alone, 50% are young men
ages 17-30, 15% are single women ages 19-30 and 30% are family
groups.
About these groups, I can make some generalizations.
The boys
travelling alone before their 15th birthday are doing so entirely
to avoid the draft.
They are acting in association with their
relatives either in Iran or in a third country.
Their time in
Istanbul is spent waiting for visa results.
Their time is
undirected and often without adult guidance.
The largest group, young men, fall into two categories; 1)
draft dodgers and 2) political "activists".
Those who are avoiding
army service are nearly always highly educated and a further
complication in their lives is that they have been blocked from
advanced educational training.
A familiar story is that
achievements earned them interviews but they then failed their
ideology exams.
These young men feel they have no future and
travel in response.
The other group of young men are those who
have been associated (sometimes only in the minds of Khomeini
agents) with political activities.
These people experience fear
and are fleeing unacceptable levels of harassment.
The next group is the single women ages 19-30.
These people
leave Iran for the same reasons as the young men except for reasons
of draft.
Some are associated with political activities and others
are unable to function, educationally or socially, in the current
culture.
The last category is family groups which I break down into
three types. First are mothers and children travelling without
husbands because of their disappearance or inability to exit Iran.
Separation of families is a common occurrence.
The families often
further fragment as money or visa limitations force choices as to
who will travel to a third country and who will not.
Somewhat more in representation is the intact family.
Often
the husband was a business executive or had past associations with
the Shah's regime.
Also, for this group which includes large
family units, being a religious minority may have affected the
decision to leave.
This last category, large family units has
surprised me in the frequency.
Two examples are 1) an Iraqi family
(17) whose village land was confiscated by the military. 2) We
recently met a Souryani family (14) who had fled due to religious
persecution.

Figure 6

Summary of Refugee Social Services
Continued,
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Figure 6—continued:
Statistics

for January and February

In our office in Sultanahmet, we interview on Tuesday and
Friday afternoons except when holidays or business trips interfere.
In January we had 61 interviews on 8 days.
Of these people 60%
were single and 40% married.
The intact family represented 80% of
the family groups.
It is difficult to categorized the needs into tidy units.
However roughly, the needs were as follows; Institution Contact-21;
Counselling-16; Job Contact-11; Procedural Information-11;
Community Service Contact-6; Transportation Funds-6; Letter
Writing/Translation-3; Living Funds-2; Fundraising for Special
Needs-2; and Medical Funds-1.
In February we conducted 85 interviews on 7 days.
Single and
married people represented 50% each of the people we saw.
The
intact family and women with children were nearly equally
represented.
The needs fell into these categories; Institution Contact-29;
Procedural Information-26; Counselling-24; Living Funds-11; Job
Contact-6; Community Service Contact-1; Letter Writing/Translation1; and Transportation Funds-1.
Our Services Described
The following explanations are given to offer a broader
understanding of the work that we do.
I have listed them in order
of importance as I estimate it.
1) Untangling Western Bureaucracy - It seems that a principal
function for this program is to communicate well with western model
organizations.
Excellent English is necessary as well as the
ability to reason through bureaucratic logic.
This ability is most
useful with the United Nations and the various embassies.
It is
also true in degrees with churches, airline offices and potential
funding sources (businesses, service organizations).
Listening/Counselling - Early in our work with people the more
tangible services are required - United Nations contacts, financial
assistance, procedural information.
But a small percentage of
problems are solved quickly and the investment of listening and
problem-solving
unfamiliar to them.
This is especially true for
women who may find themselves in the role of wage earner/money
manager/principal decision-maker for the first time.
There is no
way to quantify the benefits of listening.
But it seems that
diffusing anger and fear does a lot towards crisis management.
Wage Earning Connections - We find that with time weighing heavily
upon people and money often a problem, simple jobs are often
beneficial.
Again, I refer to women whose home skills - knitting,
cleaning, cooking, haircutting, are easily transferable to the
Turkish job market.
Giving money as welfare encourages dependency
which drains the "fighting spirit" so necessary for the long time
spent in Turkey.
A simple job connection keeps power in the hands
of the person and seems to cultivate positive results.

Continued,
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Figure 6—continued:
Money Support - We have had access to program money which we
generally specify for one-time needs.
Examples of this are
travelling funds for visa renewal or U.N. interview, medical needs
or passport recovery.
I personally find it a heavy responsibility
to decide who receives money, so we work closely with our advisory
committee on these request.
Housing - In the fall, we received permission for 12 people to say
at a summer camp while we covered their utility costs.
We saw this
had short-term benefits but we foresaw long-term problems.
We have
been more successful in organizing (and partially funding) housing
for women and also getting roommates together.
Medical Care/Legal Advice - A Paris-based organization, the World
League for the Safeguard of Human Dignity, has taken an active
interest in our work.
Through us they are organizing access to
services.
They have arranged for a medical clinic to offer help
without cost and assist in followup care.
We also have been
connected with a lawyer who is very valuable for a handful of
thorny problems.
Primary School - The World League has given salary for a teacher
and money for teaching supplies.
We are using the apartment of two
of the pupils for the school facilities.
In the opinion of the
World League, the aim is to prevent the break of education that
occurs when the family leaves the home county.
The goal is to
train the children so that they have the ability to pass the
standard exams given at the end of each year in Iran.
(Post
Script: The primary school developed into The Learning Center
offering diverse classes for children, teenagers and adults.)
Clothing Bank - We have had no difficulty in getting donations of
clothing for distribution to those in need.
We have had more
difficulty in finding a suitable location to organize and
distribute the clothing.
For the last month we have worked from a
store owned by an Iranian merchant but noticed we were unable to
sufficiently supervise seven days a week.
Until we find an
alternative, the clothing will be distributed case by case from a
storage location.
Odds and Ends - It is impossible to describe all the variations of
a theme that arises week to week.
For example, we have gotten baby
formula for an undernourished, new mother whose milK was not
enough.
We found a translator for a court appearance and have
taken orders for custom made sweaters.
Flexibility is both a
strength and weakness.
We are able to respond to a wide variety of
needs but must be cautious of the draining, structureless world of
the refugee.
In Conclusion
I feel that the work is progressing well.
The United Nations
and various embassies are working with us as their Istanbul
connection.
Although so much is not achieved, there are some
tangible results for the people we meet.
Locally we feel supported.
The members of the Benevolence
Committee of the Union Church have listed refugee work as their_
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Figure

6—continued:

first priority.
A fundraising drive is scheduled for May on top of
a $50.00/month budget.
We regularly receive donations from
individuals and have had excellent response for special need
fundraising.
It is my impression that our work is supported in
spirit by the local institutions and, whenever necessary,
assistance can be sought.
I continue to look for someone who can offer a level of
commitment towards this work as assistance.
We work essentially
alone which, in my opinion, is a weakness of the program.
The
drain on our energy questions the continuity of the work.
I close this report with a statement of respect for the staff
of the United Nations.
I and my co-workers have noted the extreme
difficulty of their work.
Yet the people at the United Nations
are, without exception, able to maintain a strong sense of
humanitarian service.
It is my pleasure to learn from them.
Always my thank you's to the World Council of Churches whose
work worldwide I aim to more fully undestand.
With gratitude,
Hollyn Green

Figure

6

Summary of Refugee Social

Services

An Introduction to a Few Women I Knew

There were seven women asylum seekers that
in 1986

and were still

Their lives,
diverse.

in Turkey when I

For others,

With each woman I
professional hours.
these women.

first met

left in 1989.

and their refugee-related difficulties,

I knew them very well.

respected.

I

Some

I

I had confusing,
spent many,

were

loved and some I
negative feelings.

many personal and

I will present a sketch of each of

Their colorful,

dangerous and mundane

experiences came together in my mind as a pattern.

I will

present their backgrounds and situations in Turkey as I
understood.

(For this discussion,
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pseudonyms are used.)

Moni-Hanem

Moni-Hanem was between 40

and 50 years of age.

She

showed distinct signs that her physical beauty was being
marred by age and stress.
looked brittle.

Her hair was dyed blond and

Her skin hung on a very thin body,

around her eyes and draped on her neck.

puffed

She had two

children and she was fierce.
Moni was the wife of a high-level government officer
in the Shah's government.

She was secretive about her

previous lifestyle which implied that this was her motive
for fleeing.

I

sensed that she had known luxury,

however

her ability to adapt to a refugee lifestyle and fight for
her children was awesome.
and a boy of
Many,

10.

Her children were a girl of

12

Both were sweet and loving and beautiful.

many times

I was cornered by Moni.

She would

put her face close to mine and say in a voice from deep
within her being,

"for my children,

please

.

.

.

,

help me

for my children."
On one particular occasion in the spring of

1989,

I

was stopped on a high stairway overlooking the poor section
of
I

Istanbul and the blue Bosphorus waterway.
told her with equal intensity to hers that

with housing two times,

I

got angry.

I had assisted

income and income generation,

community support and countless hours of problem-solving.
There were so many refugees,
Her face was stone.

I

couldn't do more for her.

I never saw her again.
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I heard three

years later that she and her children were living in
Canada.

Fezlaheh

No single individual caused me more personal pain than
Fezlaheh.
attractive,

Fezlaheh was in her mid-twenties.
though not beautiful.

auburn hair long and loose.
she used it to demand,

She was

She wore her shiny,

Her voice was high pitched and

complain,

and cajole.

Fezlaheh left Iran for reasons that seemed to be
restlessness.
her.

She was in a marriage that didn't please

She had been trained at the Vidal

Sassoon haircutting

salon in Paris and apparently couldn't find a peaceful
niche in current
with her.

Iran.

This quiet,

location to another.

She had a four-year-old daughter
sweet child was yanked from one
An innocent comment from the child

could be met with a sharp slap.
me,

Fezlaheh would often tell

"I was never meant to be a mother."
Fezlaheh was bright and believed that her greatest,

and most useful,
her sexuality,

source of power was her sexuality.

With

she sought to manage her environment.

Fezlaheh assessed that the

(male)

staff of Refugee Social

Services were an avenue to resources and information for
escape from Turkey.
hours of a day,

On various occasions during the shadow

she would begin her grand performance.

Though Fezlaheh was able to secure housing and food,
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she

made men edgy and women angry.
liked her.

I

To my knowledge,

no one

later learned that she returned to her

husband.

Zareh

Zareh was in her upper twenties.
apartment that was a
twenty people.

I

first met her in a

jumble of personal belongings of over

The one bathroom worked occasionally.

Despite the crowded camp-like atmosphere,

the mood was

cheerful.
Zareh was sitting guietly in a corner.
beautiful,

She had dark,

thoughtful eyes and wore her hair very short.

approached her.

I

She explained in broken English that she

had been getting her Master's in Biochemistry in Iran.

She

wanted to study in the United States and was trying to get
to Orono,

Maine,

where she had a brother.

I never understood what were her barriers for study in
Iran.

I did understand that this young woman was

determined to pursue her education and was facing the
unknown in Turkey to achieve a visa.
knew Zareh,

In the three years I

her character never wavered from resolute.

taught mathematics at The Learning Center,
alone.

She was always quiet and kindly.

that she was in Maine.
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She

coming and going
In 1990,

I heard

Mrs.

I

first met Mrs.

Zajidi

Zajidi at the Catholic Church.

The

great inner courtyard was a sanctuary to rest from the
sounds of the city.
Church a lot.

Mrs.

Zajidi visited the Catholic

She would ring the bell on the great door,

and politely wait for a priest to appear and escort her
into an audience with the Father.

She spoke no English,

but her Turkish was strong.
Mrs.
overcoat,

Zajidi's slight body,

always covered in a black

sat in quiet strength in the spacious front room.

She was in her twenties and looked very tired.
was too pale and her eyes were intelligent,
I

Her skin

but restless.

learned that she was a nurse and had two children,

two and a newborn.

age

She wanted whatever help was possible.

She revealed very little about herself.
I next met Mrs.

Zajidi in her apartment.

The entrance

to the basement dwelling was down several stone steps,
slick with moisture.
damp.

The apartment was dark,

She and her children coughed.

learned that there was a Mr.
About a year later,
Zajidi.
I

I

Zajidi,

cool and

At this time,
but

I

I never met him.

got an emergency call

from Mrs.

She was in a nearby hotel and would I visit her.

located the building tucked down a narrow road.

upstairs and found Mrs.

I went

Zajidi sitting on a large bed which

took up most of the space in the clean,

sunny room.

Her

two babies were tumbling on the bed and looked fresh and
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happy.

She informed me that her husband had come home

drunk and beat her.
about Mr.
me.

Over the past year,

Zajidi's cruelty,

She was hiding,

so her words did not surprise

afraid of her husband.

In the following months,
help Mrs.

I had been hearing

I increased my efforts to

Zajidi with moral support and to get employment

as a nurse.

Mrs.

Zajidi lived in absolute poverty, but she

was determined not to return to her marriage.
passed, Mrs.

Zajidi endured.

handbag factory.

As time

She did piece work in a

I never knew how she managed her life.

Rita

Rita was a character.

Her English was rough, but she

was a natural communicator and made up for loss of words
with facial expressions and tone changes for the dramatic.
Rita was a likable woman,

but was also a survivor.

Her

personal story seemed to shift around according to the
sympathies of her listener.
Rita worked hard.

She endeared herself to the

adventuresome in the expatriate community and was employed
in housecleaning,
promptly,

cooking,

and childcare.

did excellent work,

She arrived

gave her opinions to anyone

who would listen and then disappeared into the city.
In three years of knowing Rita,
background information.

I had very little

She was in her mid-thirties and

had two children back in Iran.
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She claimed that her

husband knocked her teeth out and would remove the dentures
with a grimace to make her point.

I would guess that her

reasons for living in Turkey were economic and personal.
To my knowledge,

she never went to the United Nations for

an interview.

Mrs.

Mrs.

Sohelini

Sohelini was a pretty woman who had known luxury.

She and her two children lived in the apartment building
that housed The Learning Center.

She dressed like she was

attending a stylish dinner party.
hair in a trendy,

Magically,

she kept her

layered cut highlighted with fashionable

blond streaking that fell perfectly around her face.
wore makeup and jewelry.

She

Her manner and appearance set her

apart like a porcelain doll.
Though I interviewed Mrs.

Sohelini several times,

I

had only a vague understanding of the life she had left.
What I did understand was her resilience and a willingness
to do any job to support her family.
Mrs.

Sohelini was employed as the cook for The

Learning Center.

Every noon,

feeding of up to ten people.
school, Mrs.

she was responsible for
When guests came to visit the

Sohelini would sprinkle a band of red currents

across the rice for festivity.
efficient.

She was guiet and

When Refugee Social Services had a major
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fundraiser,

the refugee community voted to give all the

proceeds to Mrs.

Sohelini.

Elahehla

Like her name,

Elahehla was ethereal.

She was petite,

soft spoken and was so light-footed that she seemed
airborne.
1986.

I met a sickly,

troubled Elahehla in the fall of

She told a detailed story of her complicity in gun

smuggling for the opposition party in Iran.

She had spent

about a year in hiding and had recently come through the
Turkish/Iranian mountains.
wanted help with the U.N.

She was clearly afraid and she
process.

Elahehla was notable in that she was self-sufficient
despite poverty and gynecological illness.
this to a strong character.

We would meet about every two

months and make minor progress in her case.
her for the "Women-at-Risk" program,
few countries.

I attributed

With Elahehla,

I recommended

newly instigated in a

I felt a race with time.

Her fading health made her almost transparent.

Her voice

was now a whisper.
In the spring of 1989,

a doctor in Paris who advocates

for refugee women learned of her case.
calls came close together.

Finally,

Faxs and telephone

her case was opening.

I met with the frail Elahehla several more times to gather
visa information and to offer encouragement.
after her arrival,

Three years

Elahehla got on the plane for France
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amidst the tears and cheers of all who knew her.
Hanem,

Fezlaheh,

Zareh,

Mrs.

Zajidi,

Rita,

Mrs.

MoniSohelini

and Elahehla are women so vivid that I can recall minute
details of their personalities after six years.
question remains,

do the experiences of these,

The
and other,

refugees align with the abstract theoretical concept as
presented here?

I will now retrace my steps to review the

three points of advocacy for refugee women to assess
whether my experiences in Turkey support this premise.
I will begin by reviewing the first two point of
advocacy for refugee women—(1) women and their dependents
are the majority of the refugee population and (2) women
experience gender-specific vulnerabilities,
this population.

Then,

my theoretical concept.

in relation to

I will examine the three factors of
I'll take each factor and assess

the accuracy in relation to the Iranian refugee population
in Turkey between 1985-1989.

Positions of Advocacy for Refugee Women and Theoretical
Concept: Applied in the Turkish Context. 1986-1989

In Chapter IV,

I laid out the foundation that builds

to develop this theoretical concept.
foundation,

Based on this

I have come to the conclusion that the times of

greatest disruption in refugee transition is a time to
support women's educational advancement.
Not surprisingly,

actual application of theory in a

field situation contains contradictions.
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A field test

provides an opportunity for assessment of theory validity.
In this way,

the "ideal" of theory is compared to the

"real" of a refugee context.

With this comparison,

a

service provider may assess if the concept provides a
useful theoretical guideline, with possible application in
other refugee context as well.
As outlined in Chapter II,

I discuss my reasoning why

refugee women are a priority for educational intervention.
The first reason is a numerical argument - for effective
program development,

population segments must be assessed

in their correct proportions.

In the global pattern, women

and their dependents are the majority of the refugee
population.

Even though this is true as a rule,

I will

discuss whether this pattern exists in this example in
Turkey.

Women and Their Dependents are the Majority?

In reflection upon my experience in Turkey,
that there are two ways to answer this question.

I note
The first

is to refer to the data collected for the report reprinted
here.

The second is based on my subjective interaction

with the refugee community.

I believe that both

perspectives have validity.
Numerically,

the data for January and February 1988

does not support this generalization.

I have documented

that "15% are single women ages 19-30 and 30% are family
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groups."II

In February I wrote that "the intact family and

women with children were nearly equally represented."
this information,

With

I estimate that during this period,

approximately 30% of the people I saw were women travelling
alone or with dependents.
A second way to assess whether women and their
dependents are the majority of the refugee population is
based on my impression of this group's impact on the social
service community.

This impression is founded on time

allotted in my work for their assistance.

Undoubtedly, my

time spent in support of the women extended far beyond
their numerical proportions.

A rough estimate is that I

spent 60-70% of my time working with women.

This point

dovetails into the second point of advocacy - women's
refugee experience is compounded by gender-specific
vulnerabilities.

Women Experience Gender-Specific Vulnerabilities?

Women share problems of protection,
shelter,

clothing and medical care with male counterparts.

But in addition,
Two,

access to food,

numerous studies,

as reported in Chapter

document a refugee woman's experience is exacerbated

due to her gender.

The second point of advocacy for

refugee women is the severity of need associated with this
population.

Was this true in Turkey?
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If I use the seven case studies for baseline
information,

gender-specific vulnerabilities factored in

significantly in the life of Mrs.
to a lesser degree,

Zajidi and Elahehla and,

in all others.

Sexual Violence
The common vulnerability that all women shared was
fear was sexual assault.

It is impossible to determine the

actual degree of threat however, without exception,

girls

and women were afraid of sexual violence.
Women's sexuality was a prominent point of
conversation in this community.
Iran,

In the home country of

the current policies were "especially hard on women"

(Kazemi,

1990).

The requirement that women had to wear a

"chador," literally meaning tent,

as a loose overcoat was

due to their "distracting" sexuality.
Among the refugee population,
constant topic of conversation.

sexual innuendos were a

Fezlaheh's application of

sexual power to this environment fulfilled the community's
expectations of women's behavior.

In my experience,

all

women were expected to be versions of Fezlaheh, waiting for
an opportunity for loose sexual conduct.
the reasoning goes,

If this is true,

then rape is not an act of aggression,

but giving women what they want and have pursued.
The results of this general opinion was that single
women and women in charge of families made decisions
against the backdrop of fear of sexual violence.
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Women

feared the Turkish police,

landlords and their fellow

refugees with whom they often had to share close living
space.

In the numerous hours of counselling with women,

all of our programmatic responses had to factor in this
fear.

Refugee Social

Services made a direct response by

arranging for woman-only housing units.
difficult,

and unsuccessful case,

In an emotionally

an Iranian woman in

prison sent us scrawled messages begging for protection
from rape.
Another category of sexual violence is spouse abuse.
In the refugee population which came to Refugee Social
Services,

roughly 15% were intact family units.

Of these,

most were a loving and supportive family group - husband,
wife and children.
Zajidi,

The exceptions,

like Mr.

and Mrs.

were families greatly strained by the refugee

experience.

Mrs.

Zajidi told me that her husband had also

been abusive in Iran,
accelerated.

though his aggression had

Now in Turkey,

she was free from family

pressure to leave him,

despite the great hardship to

herself and children.

Rita told a similar story.

to Turkey,

in part,

She went

to escape an abusive spouse and a

social structure that forbade her that choice.
A complex issue is that of prostitution.

The UNHCR

has recognized that prostitution is linked with lack of
assistance

(United Nations,

1991a).

currency.

Basic needs like

food,

can be purchased.

Prostitution is a

shelter and protection

The question is open if prostitution is
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a form of sexual violence or a method of income generation.
In my experience,

I

saw two contrasting examples.

used prostitution to achieve her wants.
her accomplishments and,

in a way,

Fezlaheh

She bragged about

the men seemed used.

Whether she did this with intellectual

freedom or not is a

philosophical debate.
In contrast,
beaten.

I met women who appeared emotionally

They were poor and vulnerable.

Sleeping with a

man for a night gave them shelter from the winter cold and
maybe breakfast.

I

recall three women with this lifestyle.

These women were hard to get to know.
together because
character.

I

young woman.

I

Their images blur

couldn't understand their true

remember sitting in a hotel
She sat in a hunched,

rarely made eye contact with me.
wearing gold jewelry.
sought his face

lobby with a

submissive manner and

A rough man sat nearby

Before answering any guestion,

she

for approval.

Gynecological Health.

Pregnancy.

Childbirth

In the seven case studies presented,

Elahehla and Mrs.

Zajidi experienced vulnerabilities associated with their
sexual health.

Elahehla's frail

as related to menstruation.
most of the month.
walk,

state was self-diagnosed

She reported that she bled

Outwardly,

she displayed an unsteady

weakness and a whitish-blue skin color.
Mrs.

Zajidi also had similar symptoms as Elahehla.

She had the same transparent skin and a wisp-like presence.
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She was extremely thin despite that she had recently given
birth.

I'm sure her poverty limited the nutrition that she

had during gestation and post-partum.

Her children were

clearly loved and seemed of normal weight.

I would suggest

that the children's health sustained while her's suffered.
Besides the seven case studies,
pregnancies,
to fragile,

both undesired,

I was aware of two

in which the women gave birth

underweight babies.

Another cause of concern

was methods of abortion among the refugee women.

In Iran,

a hormone is given in a series of injections to induce
abortion.
at times,

When in Turkey,

this same method was used but,

administered in fewer doses and without medical

supervision.

The abortion that resulted had painful

contractions of the uterus followed by a lot of bleeding
that could continue for days.
The answer to the question of whether women
experienced gender-specific vulnerabilities in the Turkish
context is clearly yes.
violence alone,

applies an additional

the woman refugee.
II,

The pervading atmosphere of sexual
layer of stress to

Like the research examples in Chapter

refugee women in Turkey were also susceptible to

illness related to their gynecological needs.
The third point of advocacy for refugee women is my
concept.

The times of greatest disruption during refugee

transition presents an opportunity to support women's
advancement.

This idea was born in my work in Turkey.
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How

does the abstract of theory compare to the real
circumstance?

Theoretical Concept Applied

With the above background and context,

I will now take

this theoretical concept and determine its accuracy with
the refugee population in Turkey.
by three factors.

The concept is developed

Each factor will be assessed

individually as to its applicability.

Factor One: A Typical Refugee is a Female
with a History of Unequal Access to Education

Though this factor may be true on a global scale, when
applied to the Iranian refugee population of 1985-89,
discrepancies appear.

A review of the home country's

educational situation provides the background with which to
consider the issue of access to education.
In a report by UNICEF on girls'
placed into a cluster with Iraq,
Territories
(Rihani,

(West Bank/Gaza)

1992).

education,

Iran was

Lebanon and the Occupied

as a "war-torn country"

The commonality between these countries is

that each has experienced over a decade of significant
episodes of war or other forms of civil strife.
As a result, these nations confront substantial
additional challenges in providing education,
literacy, and vocational skills for their
children in general and possibly for their girls
in particular.
(Rihani, 1992, p. 30)
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Despite an eight year war with Iraq,

Iran improved its

primary education statistics significantly during the
1980's.

The UNICEF report attributes this to the

government's priority of "Islamicizing" the Iranian
population and using education as the primary means to
accomplish this goal.
Girls' primary enrollment rose from 72% in 1980 to
109% in 1988.

Though,

gap was still 14%.
only 44%.

the primary gross enrollment gender

Girls secondary enrollment remained at

According to the UNICEF report,

this may be

attributed to the Iranian Islamic ideology that views girls
as "belonging in the home as a wife and mother" and that
further education is "neither necessary nor desirable"
(Rihani,

1992).

The adult female literacy rate in 1985 was 39% and
improved to 43% in 1990,

- though still less than half of

Iranian women could read and write.

The area of lowest

adult female literacy (36%) was in the rural areas.
female literacy was higher at 65%.

Urban

For the Iranian refugee

population in Turkey, was "a typical refugee was an
undereducated female"?

The answer begins back in Iran.

Following the surge of initial enthusiasm,

the

influence of the Iranian revolution had reached its peak in
1979.
The fact is that for many Muslims the new Iranian
regime has come to be identified with poverty,
fanaticism and lack of freedoms . . . (Menashri,
1990, p. 3)
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Iranians who travelled in fear or disillusionment with
the regime had to have the resources for travel,

life

abroad and money to secure an exit visa ($200.00 in 1986)
out of Iran into Turkey.

(The alternative was to pay a

guide for an arduous trip through the mountains.)

In

contrast to the global data that indicates that most
refugees are from rural backgrounds

(Stein,

1986),

the

refugees I met were urban and middle or upper class.
Related to this,

their formal education was high.

in the above statistics,

As noted

urban female literacy was higher

than the national average.
In three years,

I met one exception.

husband, wife and their seven children.
farmer.

I interviewed a
He had been a

They looked very fatigued and desperate.

believed him that he had no money.

I

I understood that this

type of family was atypical because money was necessary to
transport so many people towards the West.

(Interestingly,

if I include the Iragi refugees in this discussion,
pattern moves closer to the global data.
refugees that I met were rural,

the

The Iraqi

had large families and a

few male family members had formal education.)
The fact that the typical Iranian refugee was urban
and from the middle or upper class contradicts the global
pattern.

In this specific example,

females alone or with

dependents were about 30% of the population.
had formal education.

Therefore,
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Of these,

in this situation the

all

statement that "a typical refugee is an undereducated
female," does not apply.

Factor Two:

Norms in Flux

The second factor in the theoretical concept is that
during the times of greatest disruption during refugee
transition,

traditional social norms are in flux.

Gender

roles are more determined by necessity of survival rather
than tradition.

As stated by a refugee woman,

"the

strongest person was the one who learned quickly and was
able to provide the basic things of life"

(da Roch Lima,

1984) .
In the time that I was in Turkey,

I met refugees who

had either just arrived from Iran or had been in the
country for a few months.
Model of Transition,

In reference to the Refugee

(Figure 6),

this time phase in Turkey

qualifies as a time of greatest disruption.
Instability in Turkey was due primarily to the fact
that refugees had no legal status.

They could not legally

work or send their children to school.
Turkish community,
group.

Additionally,

the

notably the police, were hostile to this

The lack of legal status plus monitoring and

harassment by the police,

combined to prolong the Early and

Mid Transition phase for the refugees.
some people for up to three years,

Even though I knew

the uncertainty of the

context prevented any type of community formation.
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Factor Three: Women Cross Gender Roles

The third factor in this theoretical concept
identifies a pattern in the research.

In refugee

transition, women experience role changes.

Due to the

abrupt rupture of social community, women are propelled
into an environment without the framework of their
traditions.
As Freid theorizes,

the reduction or loss of one

member's roles function shift responsibility to another
member in the role relationship (Freid,
women in family group,

1980).

alone and as head-of-household were

forced by necessity to respond to the harsh,
Transition refugee environment.

Early and Mid

As will be demonstrated,

for some women gender role change was mandatory.
illustrate this point,

In Turkey,

To

I will draw upon examples from the

refugee community I knew as well as specific references to
the women of the case studies.
In my assessment,

the women who did not visibly

demonstrate gender role change were the wives of a stable,
intact family.

Representing approximately 15% of the

groups that I documented,

the intact family operated as a

contained community on its own.

A family typically rented

an inexpensive apartment in the poorer section of the city.
The neighbors were mid-lower class Turkish families.
this situation,

the Iranian family was isolated.

The

family members stayed within themselves, without the
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In

variation of
outside

schooling,

or other typical

occupations.

As mutual

support,

remained very much the
traveled outside
wife

employment,

and as
same

continuity,

as

in

Iran.

gender roles

The husband

the

home

for managing public

coordinated the

home

activities

children.

Roles were

retained a great

of

emotional

The

and watched the

complimentary and,

deal

affairs.

to my observation,

stability within the

family.
The

third

factor of

this theoretical

concept

exemplified by the women head-of-household,
dysfunctional

families

is

the women in

and the women travelling alone.

As

noted in my report,
Of course, the people we meet are in degrees of
disorientation.
Often they come from upper class
families and the skills required in Turkey are
unfamiliar to them.
This is especially true for
women who may find themselves in the role of wage
earner/money manager/principal decision-maker for

met

the

first time.

The

situation of

in Turkey is

and Mrs.

frantic.

a
I

immigrating.
As
had

the

sense
don't

p.

3)

the women head-of-household that

luxury.

same

of

Mrs.

order and

calm.

know if Mrs.

reported by Mrs.

earned money before.

Sohelini

came

Both were travelling with two

ages.

Moni-Hanem was

I

stories of Moni-Hanem

Both Moni-Hanem and Mrs.

from a background of

maintain

1988,

illustrated by the

Sohelini.

children about

(Green,

Sohelini

Moni-Hanem was

Sohelini

successful

Sohelini

appeared to

succeeded in
against huge odds.

and Moni-Hanem,

neither

Since both women referred to
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their intact family in Iran,

I surmised that their home

lives had parallels with the intact families that I knew in
Turkey of similar socio-economic backgrounds.

The husband

performed the public functions and the wife managed the
private life.
During their years in Turkey,
all adult roles in the family.
servants and family support,

these women performed

In contrast to a life with

Mrs.

Sohelini and Moni-Hanem

filled every role function—parent,
money-earner, money-manager,
decision-maker.

protector,

To my knowledge,

changes in gender roles,
they were now "gavee,"

cook,

housecleaner,

private and public

neither commented on

however both stated to me that

(strong).

Two examples of women from a dysfunctional family who
experienced gender role change are Fezlaheh and Mrs.
Zajidi.
Mrs.

Fezlaheh's family breakdown occurred in Iran and

Zajidi's family separated in Turkey.

character of the two women sharply differ,

Though the
both filled

adult role functions for their children compounded by the
added dimension of relationship dissolution.
In my opinion,

Fezlaheh was not successful in assuming

the range of role functions for herself and her daughter.
However,

an objective assessment must give Fezlaheh credit

for providing housing,

food,

income and protection.

She

expanded beyond her previously known boundaries in terms of
managing her basic needs.
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Mrs.
skill,

Zajidi was a competent and strong woman.

With

she pursued every avenue of potential support for

her family.

She was the public figure of the household.

She sought resources and made persistent and personal
connections with people that had access to assistance.
of her social context,

Mrs.

Out

Zajidi left her abusive husband

and managed the repercussions of her decision.

Though I

have no knowledge of the long-term outcome of her decision,
in the two years I knew her after the separation she
managed shelter,

food and child care.

The single women I knew in these case studies are more
difficult to assess.

In part,

because I am unclear as to

the range of roles that were available to single women in
Iran.

Rita,

Zareh and Elahehla were all impressively

resilient,

independent and successful in managing their

situation.

Rita was the entrepreneur of the community.

She had told me that she wanted to learn "to work with
Americans."

Of course,

this meant more money,

a non¬

refugee community for support and potential access to
information.

She surpassed all other refugees in her

ability to earn money.

As an "economic" refugee,

Rita

accomplished the goal of stabilizing in a foreign
environment.
In her own quiet way,

Zareh kept herself healthy and

optimistic for the more than three years waiting in Turkey.
Somehow she earned some money,
and food.

somehow she managed shelter

Zareh wanted to be a biochemist.
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To my

knowledge,

she applied at the U.S embassy for a student

visa at least ten times.
vision,

Apparently her persistence,

and

resulted in travel to the University of Maine.

As a fugitive,

Elahehla was a woman in basic survival.

She was alone and ill.
to conserve energy.

Her every gesture was minimalized

Her existence in Turkey was on the

edge of life and death.

Today she lives in France having

experienced a raw form of self-preservation.
girl/woman,

Elahehla evolved to a warrior.

From a frail
If her

character continues to develop as I witnessed,
Elahehla will be a remarkable woman,

then

capable of providing

leadership.

The Learning Center:
An Educational Response to Refugees in Turkey

In the middle of the second year in Turkey, my
understanding of the refugee situation coupled with
increasing support by my three funding agencies directed
the work towards formal education.

Reflecting back upon

the starts and stops of this educational program,

I can

make some observations about refugee women's needs and
participation.

The programs were not consciously created

with "women's rights" in mind.

However,

I believe that

lessons for future program development are present in this
experience.
The Learning Center was a name chosen to circumvent
Turkish laws governing school accreditation.
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It was an

amalgam of programs.
on

The choice of activities was founded

(1) population assessment,

refugee,

(3)

logistics and

to my primary funder,

(2)

(4)

applicability for a

job creation.

In a report

the World Council of Churches,

I

assessed this population's educational needs.
Drawing from two years of social service
experience in Istanbul for the refugee
population, several reasons have become apparent
why an educational program is a priority.
Because the majority of asylum seekers are from
Iran, (approximately 90% in our experience), the
conclusions are based on this population.
First, many people who have fled Iran are the
young, educated and highly motivated.
This
waiting period before resettlement can be up to
years.
This is not only a waste of educational
time but destructive in the undirected, often
hopeless nature of this wait.
We feel an
opportunity for instruction gives a healthy,
productive outlet for these active minds. (Green,
1988, p. 5)
Applicability for the refugee was a primary directive
for course content choice.

First,

the refugees in Turkey

stayed for an unknown duration - one week to several years.
The typical refugee's perception was that travel was
imminent.

With this premise,

education had to have short¬

term benefits as well as the potential for long-term
applicability.
At The Learning Center, we offered both children's
programming and adult education.

Primary and secondary

education was highly favored by the parents for their
children and teenagers.
curriculum.

Our teachers taught a full

Though a child rarely finished a semester,

parents were appreciative to have their children in a
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constructive environment.

The short-term benefit in this

case was to recreate a semblance of normalcy for a child's
day.
Adult programming for the refugee population was
shaped by other requirements.

Considering the

responsibilities of managing life in a refugee context,
adults had to have the time and peace of mind to sit in a
class.

Moreover,

adults required a tangible outcome to

make class time a worthwhile investment.
An example of programming in this category is English
language training.

My notes mention that "since the

refugees may resettle in many countries,

English is a good

meeting point as it is considered the present-day
international language."

In this same vein, we offered

haircutting and sewing training since applicability of
these skills are also cross-cultural.
Logistical parameters factored in an ever-present
grounding to our intentions.

As a asset to program

development, we reasoned to our funders that
the ratio of money spent to benefits received is
very high.
One teacher's salary serves up to 50
students.
This proportion is very persuasive
when analyzing the allocation of limited funds
for unlimited needs.
(Green, 1988, p. 5)
This cost-benefit argument coupled with the attraction of
education as a social service was sufficient to secure
funds.

The Learning Center was never restricted due to

lack of money.
rent,

Resources were available for staffing,

teaching supplies and equipment.
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The limitations of the work of The Learning Center,
indeed Refugee Social Services, was the combination of
emotional and logistical aspects of operating a structured
activity in an unstructured environment.

Each program idea

had to be weighed for its potential success with an
unsettled population.
In one example, we reasoned that a computer class
would meet the same criteria for skill building and crosscultural application.
unfeasible.

The only

However,
(refugee)

this program idea proved
computer teacher wouldn't

commit for more than a week at a time.
This leads to another criteria for program
development—the potential to create employment.

The

Learning Center was an offshoot of Refugee Social Services.
Weekly,

numerous refugees approached our service with a

range of needs.

If the refugee is given the ability to

earn income, many needs are assisted.

For this reason,

The

Learning Center was used as a vehicle for direct service
and job creation.
All but two of the 12 teaching staff were refugees.
The building manager,
refugees.

school manager and janitor were also

Any proposed course had a duel criteria, both

applicability and job creation.

Haircutting succeeded

because the training was short-term,
application and Fezlaheh,
was in need of employment.

had cross-cultural

educated at Vidal Sassoon/Paris,
Computer training did not
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succeed primarily because a refugee teacher was
unavailable.
In 1988,
se,

I did not use educational programming,

to "support women's advancement."

per

In retrospect,

analysis of the activities of The Learning Center can
provide clues to future educational programs specifically
geared for women.

The following is my assessment of The

Learning Center's impact upon the lives of the seven
refugee women of this case study.

The Learning Center and Educational Benefits for Women

The common trait that the seven women of this case
study have in common,

besides their refugee status,

I knew them for three years.

Beyond this,

is that

they greatly

differ.
Their lives intersected with mine.

Since The Learning

Center was a principal focal point of my activities from
mid-1988 until my departure,

these women also had varying

degrees of relationship with this educational program.
I assess their interaction with The Learning Center,
themes arise.

As

some

The first educational theme is that of "Time

for Contemplation."
Two women participated in the activities as learners,
Elahehla and Zareh.

Elahehla came for the haircutting

class and Zareh participated in intermediate English.
see it,

the distinguishing difference between these two
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As I

women and the others is time free from wage earning and
family maintenance.

Neither had children.

teaching job with The Learning Center and,
Elahehla did not work.

Zareh had a
to my knowledge,

Both were "marking time" by trying

to stay involved and productive.
In contrast, Mrs.
Mrs.

Sohelini, Moni-Hanem,

Fezlaheh and

Zajidi had children and immense pressure to find

employment and manage family affairs.
her children in Turkey,

Rita did not have

but she had a primary agenda to

earn money for herself and to send home.
families,

For women with

the logistics of home management far outweighed

any attraction for personal education.
Related to this,
for the Children."

a second theme is that of "Education

All of the women who had school-aged

children had them enrolled in The Learning Center.

I would

see Moni-Hanem at the beginning of the school day to drop
off her two children before she disappeared into the city.
Both Fezlaheh and Mrs.
Center,

Sohelini worked at The Learning

but they still brought their children in the

morning and came and went depending on their job
responsibilities.

This was true for many families whom I

never knew in any relationship except as parent of a child.
Clearly,

the motivation was very high to provide education

for children.
I add a third theme, which is "Employment in an
Educational Environment."

As mentioned,

the ability to

earn money overrode many other considerations.
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I would

suggest that employment opportunities in an educational
environment provides many of the same benefits as
participation in a class.
The Learning Center was a small forum of structure in
a chaotic environment.

Ample resources provided an

attractive atmosphere,

clean and colorful teaching supplies

and a satisfied staff.

Many, many people came to just sit

in the lounge or check the latest gossip.

The Learning

Center evolved into a community meeting place.
community had a high degree of disorientation,

Though the
a tone was

set within the educational environment that was
constructive and forward-looking.

Anyone who came was

absorbed into this "way of being."
Fezlaheh taught haircutting,
Mrs.

Zareh taught math and

Sohelini was the cook for the school.

The three women

were components of this collective atmosphere.
permitted,

If time

they would sit in a class or just relax with the

other guests.

I surmise that The Learning Center provided

a kind of anchor in people's lives.

For these refugees,

the positive aspects of education came in a diffuse form,
by witnessing the joy of the learners and listening to the
chatter of engaged and interested people.
I did not foresee an emphasis on women's educational
development during the creation of The Learning Center.
hindsight,

the themes of "Time for Contemplation,"

"Education for the Children," and "Employment in a
Educational Environment" indicate that some women did
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In

benefit and that educational planners can consider these
factors to enhance participation.

Summary of Case Study
and Application of Theoretical Concept

The application of a specific case study to the
theoretical concept has indicated gaps as well as
concurrence.

To begin with,

in contrast to global data,

women and their dependents were not the majority
population.

Since one of the primary "push" factors

influencing refugee flow was military conscription, young
men were the predominant population.

Single women and

women with dependents represented approximately 30% of the
people with whom I worked.
The second global generalization concerning women
holds true in this case.

All women in the case study

experienced aspects of gender-specific vulnerabilities in
addition to the difficulties of being a refugee.

Though

some had pregnancy-related stress or gynecological ill
health,

all reported to fear sexual violence.

a male refugee who referred to this threat,
women,

I never met

and for the

this fear appeared to effect their every decision.

The third factor which supports educational
intervention for refugee women is my theoretical concept the times of greatest disruption in the refugee experience
is an opportunity to support women's advancement.
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Three

factors build this concept.

In this specific case,

there

is mixed concurrence.
The first

factor is that

undereducated female."

"a typical refugee is an

As mentioned,

single women and

women and their dependents comprised about 30% of this
refugee population.
Iranians came

Additionally,

the vast majority of

from an urban setting where women have

greater access to educational opportunities.
in this case study,

Of the women

all had had some formal education.

This factor did not concur with global data.
The second factor is that during certain times in
refugee transition,
fluxuate.

social norms,

In my estimate,

the time in Turkey qualified as

"a time of greatest disruption."
legal

status and few social

notably gender roles,

Because refugees had no

services to assist their stay,

people did not stabilize with the resulting reformation of
community norms.
Lastly,

the third factor in the theoretical concept is

that during this time,
this case study,

women cross gender roles.

there were numerous examples of women,

alone or in a family unit,
Most notably,
been

Within

who performed all adult roles.

the women with children had not previously

"wage-earner/money manager/principal decision-maker"

in their Iranian context.

In Turkey,

necessity forced them

into any and all actions for their survival.
gender norms became obsolete in this elemental
environment.
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Traditional
living

The larger theme of this dissertation is that refugee
transition is an opportunity to support women's
advancement.

In the concluding chapter,

threads of ideas that

I've outlined to summarize why I

this opening for moral redress.
future,

I will braid the

Looking towards the

I'll mention my recommendations for research to

support this goal.
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CHAPTER

V I

CONCLUSIONS, HYPOTHESES AND
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Women,

as a category of people,

wide-ranging,
violence.

routinely experience

often culturally sanctioned,

forms of

A summary of data from the UN Poverty Summit

states the point.

Up to 70 percent of the world's

1.2

billion poor and 2/3 of the world's illiterates are women
(Christian Science Monitor,

1995).

How is it possible for such a pattern of violence to
occur cross-nation,

cross-ethnic group,

cross-class?

If

this same breadth of violence was directed at another
group,

would the world be so compliant?

Granted,

moral

injustice has too many forms in an imperfect world.
However,

the data tells us that females,

world's population,
Lennon described,
(Lennon,

are the

one half the

lowest of the low,

or as John

"woman is the nigger of the world"

1988).

Fifty thousand people are expected at the Fourth World
Conference on Women in Beijing in September,

1995.

The

unprecedented response to this forum lends hope that a
collective world opinion is forming to counteract the
blatant facts.
acknowledgement.

-

The first step to rectify an injustice is
A second step is methodology.
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A Theoretical Concept

In this light,

I

have proposed a theoretical concept

to interrupt this chain of injustice.
people in the world in 1995

One in every 130

are refugees.

percent are women and their dependents
1993).

I

Of these,

80

(Women's Commission,

suggest that a point of entry to combat female-

directed injustice is during the time of greatest
disruption of the refugee experience.

Three factors build

together to create this potential.
Most refugees migrate from a
"developing"

country.

’’developing"

Additionally,

country to a

a comparison of the

global pattern of refugee migration and the pattern of
female illiteracy indicate a marked correspondence.
Coupled with the fact that most refugees are female,
first factor is that the typical
service provider works,

refugee,

the

with whom a

will be a female with a history of

unegual access to education.
The second factor is that during the times of greatest
disruption in the refugee experience,
in flux.

The refugee,

traditional norms are

alone or with family,

is propelled

into places where the invisible yet powerful expectations
and rules of society have evaporated.
of social

Traditional patterns

interaction are ruptured and not yet

reestablished.

Potentially,

all

called into guestion.
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interactive patterns are

In this environment of basic survival,

women perform

roles shaped by necessity rather than the social norms of
her home culture.

The third factor is that during refugee

transition women cross traditional gender roles.

A woman

who once deferred action to males may find herself in
positions of personal or family leadership.
Research from the various phases of the refugee
experience indicate that women adjust and adapt more
successfully than men to the crisis of the refugee
experience.

Reasons for this have not been flushed out,

although field workers observe women's home and childcare
skills are necessary and transferable to the transition
environment.

Some men lose their traditional occupations,

of trade or political
of basic survival.

life for example,

in the environment

Women can stabilize a home and family

and potentially gain employment with the skills of
cleaning,

cooking and childcare.

For these reason,

researchers believe that women actually
flight.

"gain"

some

from refugee

The new environments call upon women to expand

beyond traditionally restrictive roles to develop a wider,
and more influential,

range of public skills and

responsibilities.
A more universal reason behind gender-based
violence, many people think, is the structural
inequality between men and women in the family as
well as in society.
Studies from both developed
and developing countries show violence against
women to be a by-product of the societal
structure in which men make all decisions and
women are expected to obey.
(United Nations
Publication, 1995)
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I suggest that for the educator/social activist,

the three

factors outlined above translate into a programmatic
opportunity.

The convergence of these factors during

refugee transition creates a potentially rich,

and unusual,

learning environment for women.

A Model of Refugee Transition

A clear conceptualization of the time period of
refugee transition is key to understanding this proposal
for human rights intervention.

I define transition as the

times of greatest cultural destabilization associated with
the refugee experience.

Refugee transition,

by Figure ? Chapter III,

(p.

),

as illustrated

indicates times of greatest

disruption at several times throughout refugee flight.
First, when a community has been seriously impacted
due to social or environmental pressures,
members are reacting to this disorder,
"Initial Transition."

I name this phase as

In the literature,

ferred to as pre-migration.

and community

this time is re¬

After leaving the homeland,

the refugee can experience varying lengths of time before a
permanent living solution is found.

This period is

referred to in the literature as flight.
time phases during this time,
women's roles.

I designate three

each with a varying impact on

I call these periods "Early,"

"Late Transition."
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"Mid," and

Once the refugee has been settled into an expected
permanent situation,
role reformulation,
to the environment.

I designate a time of transition,

and

during the first stages of orientation
This latest phase of transition,

call "Trans-Settlement"
post-flight experience

I

The literature groups this entire
.under headings such as resettlement

or repatriation.
I feel that a limitation of refugee research studies
is that the time phases of the refugee experience are not
refined,

and analyzed in more depth than pre-migration,

transition and resettlement/repatriation.

This

categorization lends to program development that is not
informed by characteristics that may be predicted within
subdivisions of the three larger phase designations.
In my view,

the times of greatest disruption during

the refugee experience are noteworthy.
others',

My own,

and

research identifies the occurrence of significant

role reformulation for women refugees during these times.
The concept outlined within this dissertation proposes that
due to the unique characteristics of these times,

an

educator can provide programmatic options to promote
women's advancement.

Methodology of Conceptual Research

In my experience,

the process of conceptual research

is an exercise in imagination.
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For this to occur,

the

researcher/observer must be comfortable with ambiguity as
well as given support during the process that unnamed ideas
are a worthy goal.
The initial coalescence of ideas for this theoretical
concept began several years before in a refugee work
situation.

As a refugee service provider,

in a traumatic environment,

I was entrenched

responding in a haphazard

manner to the needs of the people with whom I served.
Turkey at that time represented a "time of greatest
disruption" for the refugees,

and this chaos and trauma

engulfed me as well.
I was not seeking a theoretical observation which,
hindsight,

in

tells me that the patterns that I did notice

were striking.

I noticed that women refugees were the

leaders of an unmanageable environment.
beaten by ill health,

fear,

Instead of being

abuse or the great odds against

their progress,

the women doggedly survived and sustained

their families.

The fierceness and determination as well

as weed-like adaptability of the women forced me to lodge
their experiences in my memory.

This was the beginning of

the concept presented here.
In the refugee work environment,
together common events,

I observed,

I envisioned a pattern.

later in an academic setting,

I tied
Two years

I began the somewhat random

process of reading about subjects I sensed were related to
this phenomenon.

In the course of another three years,
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I

had considered the core phenomenon from multi-dimensional
angles and was prepared to synthesize.
In preparation for writing a conceptual dissertation,
I read a vast body of research pertaining to numerous
aspects of the lives of refugee women.
reflection,

Upon studied

the core phenomenon was subdivided into

building blocks.

These building blocks are named in the

dissertation as factors.

Of the three factors,

again subdivided into more basic components.

two were

The factor

and components were then supported by data I had drawn from
the research.

I re-stitched the pieces back together to

develop my concept.
An additional step that I,
as necessary,

and other researchers,

is a reflection upon one's perspective as the

filter of idea formulation.
own meaning-making.

To this end,

In the dissertation,

my theoretical foundation.

I researched my
this is named as

This analysis is a recognition

that much of research is a subjective process.

The data

that is chosen,

and not chosen,

my world view.

This perspective has shaped my initial

tells an indirect story of

observations in the refugee setting,
phenomenon,

see

the naming of a

the selective process of education,

research

and the introspective writing of a conceptual dissertation.
In the course of this investigation,

three hypotheses

emerged from the convergence of research and my analysis.
I have lifted these from the body of the dissertation for
further consideration and discussion.
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Emerging Hypotheses

Hypothesis One

In the times of greatest cultural disruption during
refugee transition,

the impact of other layers of women's

characteristics - class,
example,

economic domination,

race,

for

diminishes in relation to gender.

Hypothesis Two

"Literacy may be one of the very few alternatives left
to those seeking to facilitate gender transformation"
(Stromquist,

1991,

p.

30).

Hypothesis Three

The degree of cultural disruption of a community has a
positive correspondence to the degree of fluidity of
women's roles.

Recommendations for Future Research

In 1995,

the tragedy of refugee migration is occurring

in diverse corners of the world.

Women,

share a pattern of gendered injustice.
develop a response,

as a social group,
Yet,

in order to

the educator must also contextualize
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the educational intervention.

For this reason,

there are

few generalizations that can be made about programming to
support the larger goal.

In a conservative religious

context, Afghani women in Pakistan for example, programming
that is feasible and appropriate will predictably be very
difference from programming for the hill tribe Hmong women
in Thailand.
In order to visualize application of this concept,
useful image is a continuum.

In one context,

a

educational

programming may take a highly restrained approach, perhaps
the concept of women's advancement held only in the mind of
the service provider seeking an appropriate opportunity.
To the other side of the continuum,
intervention may be overt,
the UN,

the educational

for example as recommended by

to "launch legal literacy programmes and

information campaigns on existing laws and women's human
rights"

(United Nations Publication,

1995).

Due to the

range of potential educational application under an
ambiguous guide of "advancement of women's rights,"

I would

recommend the following areas of research.

Recommendation One

A cross-cultural sampling of refugee service programs
for women during the time of greatest disruption in refugee
transition can explore a measure of accuracy for this
theoretical concept in varying context.
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The three factors

to be reviewed are if

(a)

a typical refugee is a female

with a history of unequal access to education,

(b)

traditional norms are in flux and (c) women cross
traditional gender roles.
In my own case study in Turkey with Iranian refugees,
two out of three of the factors pertained.
example,

In this

Turkey was an environment where traditional gender

norms were in flux and generally deemed unapplicable.
Women alone and women with dependents crossed gender roles
in order to manage their survival.
However,

one factor in the concept did not apply.

Iranian women refugees,

in general,

had had access to

education in their home country since most came from
middle/upper class as well as from the urban areas.
to this,

Added

the pressure of military conscription into the

Iran/Iraq war generated a disproportionate number of young
men refugees.

These two reasons combined to undermine the

global generality that the typical refugee is a female with
a history of unequal access to education.
Using global data,

the three factors of the

theoretical concept were developed.

Clearly, varying

context align more or less with the pattern.

The Turkish

case study points out divergence from the theoretical
concept due to class level of the refugees as well as
origin from an urban background.
can unearth if,

and where,

A cross-cultural sampling

other patterns may exist.
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Recommendation Two

A case study of any context that has a social service
program for refugee women can provide in-depth analysis of
(a)

the theoretical concept and (b) women's response to the

educational options for personal and/or professional
development.

Women's response to programming "for their

advancement" can be further assessed as to barriers and
facilitation to participation.
Again in reference to the Turkish case study, women's
response to educational options split between those who had
responsibilities as caregivers and those who did not.

The

single women were enthusiastic to spend their time in
pursuit of interesting and rewarding educational goals.
The women with dependents had scant time for contemplation
and instead applied their focus to family management.
However,

this case study did indicate that women with

dependents were committed to their children's participation
in classroom activities.

A lesson drawn from this

experience suggests that girls,

rather than women,

likely recipients of educational programming.

are more

The mothers

in this case study managed to get their children to and
from classroom activities despite a lifestyle of great
disorientation.

Education for the children was a priority,

for the mothers,

a luxury none afforded.

These same overly burdened women benefitted from
employment in the educational environment.
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In this way,

the primary agenda of generating funds for family survival
was met with the additional asset of indirect participation
in an environment of personal development.

The insight

from this case study is that women with dependents must
first achieve their home management needs.

If this can

occur within the positive surroundings of an educational
setting,

then a ripple effect of support for advancement

occurs.

Recommendation Three

Another fertile area of research I see is if other
researchers identify natural subdivisions of refugee
characteristics within the three traditional phases of pre¬
migration,

transition and resettlement/repatriation.

The

examination may be refined by any of the numerous important
categories of refugee such as gender,
economic level or age.

Again,

urban/rural,

socio¬

a sampling approach or an

in-depth case study approach would provide a perspective.
Additionally,

do refugee characteristics associated

with the subdivisions exist that can inform educational
programs?

Are the more innovative and successful programs

taping into a pattern of refugee experience that other
programs can emulate?

Increasing the complexity of

analysis to look for patterns within the three traditional
phases opens new areas of information for the educator.
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The three recommendations presented are suggested in
order to begin verification of a concept that exists mainly
in the abstract.

Though global data supports the three

factors of the concept,

gaps between theory and practice in

an actual field situation can seriously mislead program
development.
again,

Only by application of the concept,

again and

in varying field situations can the strength of the

idea be understood.
The concept presented in this dissertation is meant to
establish the overarching premise to theoretically inform
programming.

It is an idea that emerged from repeated

observation of events.
of injustice,

The idea,

pursued by the disquiet

grew into an academic time of reflection,

research and writing.
unknown direction.

It continues to grow towards an

The achievement of women's human rights

is an unfinished story.

This theoretical concept is one

more contribution to the multitude of strategies aimed to
undermine the injustice.
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